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One hundred and ninety years ago, something very special happened in 
Vienna: Ludwig van Beethoven conducted his Ninth Symphony — known now 
as “Ode to Joy.” The great composer had been stone deaf for a great many years. 
Everything he composed came out of the dark silent cavern of his mind.

At the end of “Joy,” Beethoven stood still, facing the orchestra — almost as if 
he were afraid his notes had fallen on ears as deaf as his own. Finally, a member 
of the orchestra came to the podium and embraced him. “This way, Maestro,” 
he said, turning Beethoven to face the audience. They were in near-hysterics, 
demanding more. That was the spirit of Western Civilization. Good — deaf or 
not — prevails. Liberty and democracy, coupled with scholarship and sound 
thought, are important to create the kind of life Beethoven knew.

Twenty-five years ago, something very special happened in Berlin. It was at 
one of those old gingerbread concert halls, picked — undoubtedly — because 
it was in the shadow of the Brandenburg Gate of the Berlin Wall. The wall 
— an obscenity against all that Beethoven’s music stood for — was coming 
down, and the West chose to celebrate with a concert of Beethoven’s music. 
To celebrate the end to Soviet tyranny, organizers enlisted musicians from a 
dozen nations and a conductor from the nation standing tallest in the Cold War: 
Leonard Bernstein — a man once blacklisted by his own State Department and 
trailed by the FBI.

Regardless, Bernstein was one of the best Western Civilization offered. And 
he took the liberty to change Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy” to “Ode to Freedom” 
— a gesture of personal preference that could have happened only in the West.

The concert on Christmas Day was shivers-down-your-back good. (You can 
hear it at http://tinyurl.com/oyzgeu3.) At its end, Bernstein stood immobile at 
the podium. But there was no concertmaster brave enough to turn him to face 
the crowd. Bernstein was no Beethoven. But he turned himself and saw a crowd 
of once-separated Berliners demanding more of all that connected them!

There was a sense of Western Civilization apparent there — the rule of law 
and goodness that was free to be expressed — both in 1989 and 1824. A deaf 
man can compose some of the world’s best music. A nation, once asunder, can 
find its center. With help from others.

You’ll not find such agreement in the turgid rants of today’s radio politicians. 
They’ll find any rationale to preach hatred, ignoring the long Western  
Civilization traditions of free expression and life without fear.

So why am I talking about it now?
I’m sick. I also happen to be old. It’s time for me to go. I’m retiring as editor 

of this magazine, and I’ve always wanted to write about 1824.
Helping to keep this magazine alive is one thing in my life I’m proud of. 

There are too few voices in this world, and I’m pleased this one remains. (It 
wasn’t all my doing. The owner — Mike Daigle — took brave financial gambles 
along the way.)

A lot of folks have helped out: Erin Downward puts the pages together and 
manages to make us look presentable each month. Copy editor Brianna Morgan 
is wise and accurate. Diane Sandvik, a fishing daughter from Petersburg, has 
been selling ads to guys who should buy them. Christie Daigle held everything 
together. You’ll find the rest on Page 4.

The big change is that longtime contributor Wesley Loy will be your new  
editor. More about him next month.

I’ll see you around.

Don McManman has edited Pacific Fishing for eight years. He’s been a pleasure and 
a challenge (sometimes) to work with. He will be missed too many ways to list here!

Unalaska : Page 35
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Keeping upYoUr BUSINESS

It’s FRee! It’s dAILY!*
It’s the best commercial fishing news digest 
available in the North Pacific. Here’s some of 
what you missed by not reading Fish Wrap.

FishWrap

*You can subscribe to Fish Wrap by sending an email to circulation@nwpublishingcenter.com. Write your first 
name, your last name, and the words “Fish Wrap.” Do it now, before you go another month without Fish Wrap.

Judge issues observer order: A federal court judge has  
questioned whether the National Oceanic and Atmospheric  
Administration is doing enough to protect salmon and halibut from 
trawlers whose massive nets strip-mine the ocean off the Gulf of 
Alaska coast. – Alaska Dispatch News

Astoria area fishermen’s fest canceled: While the heart, soul, 
and minds are willing, the Commercial Fishermen’s Festival (CFF) 
board has made the hard decision to cancel the festival this year.  
– Commercial Fishermen’s Festival website

Mining impacts concern SE Alaska: After the tailings pond 
dam breach at Mount Polley, Southeast Alaskans are worried about 
another Imperial Metals Corporation mine already being construct-
ed at the headwaters of the Stikine watershed, one of the largest 
salmon producers in the Tongass National Forest. – Juneau Empire

OR leaders confer on investment challenges: Steve Fick, 
owner of the Fishhawk Fisheries seafood plant in Astoria, said he 
can’t reinvest in his industry because he doesn’t know if he’ll have a 
business in three years. – Daily Astorian

Boosting Bristol Bay fish: Maybe Bristol Bay salmon never had 
a Jon Rowley, the Copper River tastemaker who opened the world’s 
eyes to an existing treasure. – The Seattle Times

Starving incoming salmon: Fisheries are concerned about 
the future of salmon stocks as over-fishing of the sand eels they 
eat is causing fish to return to rivers smaller and thinner, mak-
ing it more difficult for them to survive until spawning season.  
– The Telegraph, U.K.

Yukon kings to Canada: Alaska fisheries managers say it appears 
they have achieved their goal of getting a sufficient number of 
Yukon River king salmon to their Canadian spawning grounds.  
– KTUU, Anchorage

Norway cod exports high: Efforts to increase Norwegian cod 
exports appear to have paid off handsomely, with foreign sales 
growing by more than 60 percent since 2013. FishNewsEU

Warm water kills Cal salmon: Fifty-four adult and hundreds of 
young fish have died in California’s Salmon River, due to low water 
flows and warmer-than-usual temperatures. – Think Progress

Boycott Russian pollock: Families across America don’t have 
to wait; they can stand up to Vladimir Putin, and they need look 
no further than their grocer’s shelves and local restaurants to do it.  
– The Hill, Washington, D.C.

Huge Dungeness catch: It’s been a big summer season for  
commercial Dungeness crabbing in Southeast Alaska with a big 
harvest, a high price, and a bump in crab boat numbers in the  
Panhandle. – KFSK, Petersburg

Pinks in Bristol Bay: Large numbers of pink salmon are being 
targeted. – KDLG, Dillingham

Fishermen OK nuke spill: A Japanese fishermen’s union has 
agreed to allow the release of decontaminated water from the 
plant into the ocean. – Japan Daily Press

Your fish are fine: Tests of water off the U.S. West Coast have 
found no signs of radiation from Japan’s 2011 Fukushima nuclear 
disaster, although low levels of radiation are ultimately expected to 
reach the U.S. shore. – Times of India

Don’t worry about radiation: A Geiger counter can tell you 
if there’s radiation present, “but it can’t differentiate between  
different kinds of radiation.” – Oregon Public Broadcasting

Parched L.A. spills water: A 90-year-old water main broke near 
the University of California, Los Angeles, spilling 8 to 10 million  
gallons of water. – Alaska Public Media

B.C. mine OK’d: A controversial mine planned for an area  
northeast of Ketchikan just won environmental approval from the 
British Columbia government. – Alaska Public Media

No more cooling releases: The U.S. Bureau of Reclama-
tion announced to local tribes, government officials, and water  
stakeholders today that it will not be releasing extra water from 
Trinity Lake to cool the waters used by Chinook salmon and  
steelhead in the Trinity and Klamath rivers — as it has in years 
past — but will focus the limited supply to prevent large fish 
kills on federally endangered species in the Central Valley.  
– (Eureka) Times-Standard

Lower price sells salmon: In a related experiment earlier this 
year, the supermarket started lowering seafood prices: Farm-raised 
salmon in its seafood cases sold for roughly $10.99 per pound.  
– BusinessWeek

ASMI in Big Apple: The ASMI communications and public rela-
tions team combined efforts with the international and technical 
programs to spend the week in New York City, putting on a number 
of media events and having deskside meetings with media based 
out of New York. – ASMI

Alaska shellfish doomed: Tests of water off the U.S. West Coast 
have found no signs of radiation. The release of carbon dioxide into 
the air from power plant smokestacks to the tailpipe on your car 
could pose a risk to red king crab and other lucrative fisheries in 
Alaska, a new report says. – Juneau Empire

Dangerous plan for S.F. delta: The state’s plan to build a pair of 
35-mile tunnels under the delta would cause the extinction of win-
ter-run Chinook salmon, steep declines in dozens of other species, 
and devastate water quality in San Francisco Bay, an environmental 
group said. – San Francisco Chronicle

Monster waves in the Arctic: The study authors blame  
shrinking Arctic sea ice for the house-size swells, and predict  
that waves will grow larger as the Arctic ice pack melts further in 
future decades. – Fox News
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by PAULA DOBBYN

a spent salmon lies dead after fighting up Cook inlet and the susitna river.  a  735-feet-high dam is proposed for the site in the shadow of 
Mount McKinley.

Build a dam, kill a salmon

In an era when dams are being breached across the country to 
improve fish passage, Alaska is hoping to build a $5.2 billion 
dam across one of the state’s most prolific king salmon produc-

ers: the Susitna River. At 735 feet high, built in the shadow of Mount 
McKinley and Denali National Park, in the heart of Southcentral 
Alaska, the Susitna-Watana Hydroelectric Project would be the  
second tallest dam in the United States

Supporters say the giant dam will supply half the current  
electrical needs of Alaska’s population center, from Fairbanks 
to Homer, and that the power will be clean and renewable.  
Opponents caution that the colossal dam could harm a globally 
significant salmon run at a time when Alaska is weathering a king 
salmon crisis and other parts of the U.S. are struggling to rebuild 
wild salmon stocks decimated by Lower 48 dams.

The Susitna project is in its early stages, but the state of Alaska 
has already spent hundreds of millions of dollars trying to get the 
dam licensed. Scientific field crews were continuing studies on 
the Susitna basin this summer. They’re researching the river and  
its fish, among other things, to see if the trade-offs between  
environmental harm and energy development balance out.

“They haven’t done nearly enough research to know whether 
this thing can work or not. Salmon are a resource that we don’t 
want to lose. I grew up in the Pacific Northwest where they put 
up all these dams, and now we’re trying to save the salmon runs. 
I don’t want to see the same thing happen in Alaska,” said Steve 
Harrison, an Upper Cook Inlet setnetter from Talkeetna, a small 
town about a two-hour drive from Denali.

Wayne Dyok, the state’s project manager for the dam, said the 

decision will ultimately be made by the Federal Regulatory Energy 
Commission (FERC) after extensive research is conducted.

“They’re going to fully vet this,” said Dyok.
A free-flowing river: Fed by glaciers in the Alaska Range, the 

Susitna flows freely for about 310 miles before draining into Cook 
Inlet near Anchorage.  It’s one of the last rivers in the United States 
that runs from its glacial source to the ocean free of man-made 
obstructions such as dams. 

Home to all five species of Pacific salmon, the Susitna is  
notable for its king salmon run, the fourth largest in Alaska, accord-
ing to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. The total run 
size is unknown, although Fish and Game estimated it at 114,000  
kings greater than 15.7 inches in length back in 1985. More  
studies this summer should reveal a more accurate figure on  
salmon abundance.

The Susitna sustains lucrative commercial and sport fishing 
industries, as well as riverboat tourism. Upper Cook Inlet’s  
average annual commercial harvest is 4 million salmon. These 
salmon come from several rivers, including the Susitna, which  
provides key spawning and rearing habitat for much of Upper 
Cook Inlet’s fisheries. In 2013, the dockside value of these salmon 
topped $39 million. 

Sockeye are the Susitna’s most commercially valuable species. 
Last year, commercial fishermen caught 192,783 Susitna sock-
eye, yielding an ex-vessel value of $2.7 million, according to Fish  
and Game.

The Susitna and its tributaries offer prime angling opportuni-
ties. Besides salmon, the river system supports healthy populations 

YoUr BUSINESS Dams
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of Dolly Varden, burbot, rainbow trout, 
Arctic grayling, and other fish. Because of 
their proximity to Anchorage, the Su and 
its tribs are some of the most popular sport 
fishing venues in Alaska. A 2009 study for 
the Matanuska-Susitna Borough found that 
angling generated between 900 and 1,900 
local jobs and up to $64 million of personal 
income for residents.

Tourism, also a big draw: Large num-
bers of bears, caribou, wolves, moose, and 
other wildlife, combined with easy access to  
the Parks Highway, make the Susitna 
watershed one of Alaska’s most heavily  
visited and hunted places. A highlight of the 
area is Devil’s Canyon. A scenic spot about 
25 miles downriver from the proposed 
dam site, the canyon is a tourist attraction  
for visitors who ride jet boats upriver  
from Talkeetna.

It’s against this backdrop that Alaska  
officials are pursuing plans to dam the 
Susitna. The state wants to get half of all its 
electricity from renewable sources by 2025. 
Construction of the Susitna dam, which 
would produce 2.8 million megawatt-hours 
annually, would go a long way toward 
meeting that goal, proponents say.

In 2011, Gov. Sean Parnell introduced 
legislation authorizing the Alaska Energy 
Authority (AEA) to pursue a license with 
FERC to build the Susitna dam.  AEA filed 
initial paperwork with FERC in December 
of that year.

“Alaska must invest now to create new 
opportunities for economic development 
and jobs for Alaskans. A Susitna Dam 
hydroelectric project will not only provide 
an important source of energy for Alaskan 
homes and businesses, it will create jobs for 
Alaskans,” Parnell said at the time. 

To date, the state has invested nearly $200 
million in the project, including $20 million 
appropriated during the 2014 legislative 
session. The money is being spent on a host 
of scientific, socio-economic, and cultural 
studies, nearly 60 in total. AEA’s goal is to 
apply for a FERC license in 2016. If granted, 
construction would likely begin two years 
later and the dam would start operating  
in 2024.

River as utility: If the financing and 
FERC license materialize — big ifs at this 
point — the Susitna dam would inundate 
about 24,000 acres, some 120 miles north-
east of Anchorage. Engineers would turn 
what is currently prime moose and caribou  
habitat into a 42-mile-long and one-mile-
wide reservoir. The reservoir would store 
water upstream of the dam and release it 
based on energy demand.

Continued on page 8
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YoUr BUSINESS Dams continued from page 7

The dam project would 
basically reverse the  
Susitna’s natural flow. 

To generate electricity 
during the winter when 
demand is high, more 
water would be released 
from the reservoir. Under 
natural conditions, the 
river is frozen and flows 
are generally low in winter. 
But with the dam operat-
ing, these increased winter 
flows would pass through 
three giant turbines to gen-
erate electricity. In sum-
mer, when the river is ice-
free, flows are naturally 
high, but because demand 
for energy wanes dur-
ing this season, less water 
would be released from the  
reservoir. The river’s average summertime flow would be reduced 
by as much as half. 

“This would flip the flows of the river upside down,” said Mike 
Wood, a log home builder and Susitna setnetter who lives near the 
river and opposes the dam project.

Others describe it as like a faucet with daily and even hourly 
flows fluctuating widely.

“It’s running the river like a utility. When people wake up and 
make their coffee, you let it flow. When they go to bed at night, 

and demand falls, you ease 
up,” said Whitney Wolff, 
chair of the Talkeetna 
Community Council and 
vice president of the Susit-
na River Coalition, a group 
that opposes the project.

Trading fish for power: 
How big changes to the 
Susitna River will affect 
salmon is still unknown.

But the dam is contro-
versial because it would 
indisputably alter the 
river’s hydrology, chang-
ing its flows, ice condi-
tions, sedimentation, and 
temperatures. The major 
concern for fishermen 
in particular is whether 
Susitna salmon can adapt 
or whether they’ll follow 

the dismal fate of other wild salmon runs on dammed rivers in the 
Lower 48.

Harrison doesn’t fault state officials for pursuing energy  
alternatives for Alaska, especially ones from renewable sources. 
But to Harrison, the Susitna dam isn’t worth the risk.

“Their heart is in the right place. They see it as free electric-
ity. But you can’t just change an ecosystem like that and not have 
major impacts,” said Harrison, who setnets with his wife, son,  
and daughter-in-law. 

In a newspaper editorial last year, Harrison’s son, also named 
Steve, drew parallels between the Susitna project and the history of 
dams in the Lower 48 “where salmon and fishermen were traded 
for hydropower.” 

Restoring the Columbia River salmon fishery, for example — 
where salmon runs are on the brink of extinction — represents one 
of the most complex natural resources problems in America today. 
The challenge of restoring fisheries is costing billions for Lower 48 
states. Even with bolstering from hatcheries, it’s being met with 
mixed success, Steve Harrison Jr. wrote.

“In some cases, hatcheries have caused more harm than good to 
wild stocks,” said Harrison Sr.

Sarah O’Neal, an independent fisheries biologist, agrees.
Judging by the Lower 48, there is almost no way you can build a 

dam of this size without impacting salmon. The dam would change 
the Susitna’s flow, temperature, sediment, and chemistry immense-
ly. AEA is spending hundreds of millions of dollars to model the 
impacts but the truth is, they are extremely difficult to predict with 
any certainty, O’Neal said.

AEA disputes that: Project manager Dyok said the informa-
tion being gathered today is supplementing and fine-tuning large 
amounts of data collected in the 1980s when the Susitna dam proj-
ect was previously considered. The project was later abandoned 
when oil prices plummeted, severely impacting the state’s treasury 
and dimming its interest in building the dam.

Dyok said there is a lot of good information already on hand that 
may ultimately show that the Susitna dam could be built without 
harming the river’s fish populations. He said the studies are not 
complete yet, but he bristled at suggestions that dams inherently 
kill salmon.

the river attracts recreationalists, like these rafters.
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“By no means do we have all the answers to all of the questions 
yet,” Dyok said. “But I believe there are [dam] projects that have 
been built where they have actually improved the fishery.”

Dams help fish? In AEA’s 
2013 report to the Alaska 
Legislature, the agency 
said that “hydro project can 
provide benefits [to fish] by 
maintaining flow levels in 
important spawning habi-
tat and reducing impacts 
from either dangerously 
high or low water levels.”

During an interview in 
Anchorage this spring, 
Dyok cited the Yuba Coun-
ty Water Agency (YCWA,) a 
dam operator in California, 
as doing a good job of bal-
ancing fisheries and energy 
production. According to 
the agency’s website, since 
the New Bullards Bar Dam 
was built in 1969, the num-
ber of king salmon return-
ing to spawn in the Yuba River has averaged 13,090 per year. That’s 
slightly above the average number recorded annually prior to the 
dam’s construction, the agency said. Steelhead, rainbow trout, and 
shad are also doing well on the Yuba because the dam has stabi-
lized flows and adjusted temperatures, according to the website.

American Rivers, a national river conservation group, takes  
a different view. The group nominated the Yuba River as one of  
the country’s 10 most endangered rivers in 2011.

“Today, more than 30 
dams, 20 powerhouses, and 
500 miles of canals sprawl 
across the Yuba and Bear 
watersheds. These dams 
block access for salmon and 
steelhead and affect more 
than 250 miles of rivers 
by reducing stream flow  
levels, altering habitat, and 
affecting native amphib-
ians and resident fish,” 
American Rivers says on its  
website.

Steve Rothert, the orga-
n izat ion ’s  Cal i forn ia 
regional director, said that 
while efforts to offset the 
damage to fish from dams 
is laudable, it doesn’t  
compare to the values of a 
healthy, intact system.

“While YCWA is managing its dams to reduce the negative 
impact they have on fisheries, I would not agree in this case 
or in any other case I can think of that dams enhance habitat or 
enhance fisheries. I would not hesitate for a moment to trade a 

the river attracts fish other than kings – like these pink salmon.

Continued on page10
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YoUr BUSINESS Dams continued from page 9

free-flowing river that provides access 
for salmon and steelhead all the way 
up into historic waters over a managed  
river with dams on it any day,” Rothert 
said.

King salmon in crisis: While the studies 
are ongoing, AEA said the research so far 
indicates that very few salmon migrate past 
Devil’s Canyon, near where the dam would 
be located. AEA considers Devil’s Canyon a 
natural impediment to salmon. 

Only one salmon species — Chinook, 
or king — has ever been documented  
within 30 miles of the project site. Of the 
king salmon tagged as part of the AEA 
studies in 2012, less than 1 percent made it 
past Devil’s Canyon. At a public meeting 
in Anchorage in June, AEA said that their  
consultants tagged 603 king salmon. Of 
those, only three made it above Devil’s 
Canyon, and only one made it past the  
proposed dam site.

But that figure is in dispute: “AEA has 
been downplaying how many salmon are 
up in that area. They’re only talking about 
the tagged salmon. We know, because 
we’ve seen them, that there are significant 
numbers of juvenile salmon above Devil’s 
Canyon,” said Wood, the log home build-
er who is also president of the Susitna  
River Coalition.

According to O’Neal, preliminary studies 
indicate that there may be two genetically 
distinct king salmon populations above 
Devil’s Canyon. 

If confirmed by further studies, that 
could be a problem for the dam’s future. 

“If there’s a genetically distinct popula-
tion of salmon above the dam site, you’re 
automatically running into an ESA prob-
lem,” said Roland Maw, head of the Cook 
Inlet Drift Net Association, a commercial 
fishing trade group that has not taken a 
position on the dam project. By ESA, he was 
referring to the Endangered Species Act, a 
law that can prevent or shut down develop-
ment projects that threaten fish and wildlife.

At the June meeting in Anchorage, Dyok 
said that fish studies being carried out this 
summer will determine much more about 
salmon and how many make it past Devil’s 
Canyon. But Dyok stressed that most of the 
dam’s impacts on salmon would occur far-
ther downstream from the dam site. 

During the open house at Anchorage’s 
Loussac Library, one unidentified audience 
member said she finds it ironic that Alaska 
wants to dam one of its largest king salmon 
producers at a time when Chinook are in 
trouble across the state. 

The state government allocated $30  
million last year for a multiyear research 

project aimed at finding out why king 
salmon returns are so low, and have been 
for several years, in many systems rang-
ing from the Yukon River to the Taku in  
Southeast Alaska. 

As part of that study, the Susitna was 
selected as one of the “indicator rivers” 
to watch. O’Neal, the fisheries biologist, 
argues that at a time when king salmon are 
in trouble statewide and when regulators 
are responding with fishing cutbacks and 
closures, it makes little sense to be consid-
ering a project that could well put Alaska’s 
most iconic fish in further trouble.

“It seems totally counterproductive,” 
O’Neal said.

Good use of funds? Aside from con-
cerns about salmon, some critics question  
whether spending $5.2 billion or more on a 
dam is a good use of funds. 

“Hopefully, Alaskans will wake up and 

No fish ladder
No fish ladders are included in the 

plans for the Susitna River Dam.
“They’ve got a budget for mitigation 

but nothing specifically for mitigation,” 
says Sam Snyder of Trout Unlimited  
in Alaska.

Fish passages over dams have  
taken a wide variety of forms around the 
world. There are the traditional ladders, 
dams hauling salmon by truck, and fish  
elevators, but the major problem with 
Susitna Dam is its height – 735 feet.

Fish ladders have been used for smaller 
dams but there have been some notable 
failures, like at 200-foot-tall Pelton Dam in 
Oregon. The long string of relative short 
dams on the columbia River have been 
somewhat successful in allowing salmon 
passage above the concrete.

The one notable exception is the big-
gest dam on the river: grand coulee, 
rising 550 feet tall. In the ‘30s, experts 
believed grand coulee would be too high 
for salmon to surmount it in a ladder.

In searching for a way to mitigate the 
loss of the upper river to salmon, offi-
cials decided to do nothing. They figured 
salmon, when facing the huge concrete 
plug in the columbia, would find other 
streams — columbia tributaries —  
to colonize.

The officials were wrong. 
– don McManman

Continued on page 12
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YoUr BUSINESS Dams continued from page 10

realize they could spend the money more 
wisely,” said Wolff. “It’s hard to see the  
Legislature pouring millions into this 
when you see lawmakers cutting teachers 
and funds for health clinics, especially in  
rural Alaska.” 

Israel Mahay is director 
of operations for Mahay 
Riverboat Service, a Talk-
eetna company that offers 
sightseeing adventures, 
including a jet boat tour of 
Devil’s Canyon. If the dam 
goes in, Mahay said the 
river’s summer flow would 
drop and his jet boats 
would not be able to safely 
operate in Devil’s Canyon. 
On an average day dur-
ing the summer, he takes  
about 40 people to Devil’s 
Canyon.

“It would definitely take 
away our finest product,” 
Mahay said.

Aside from the loss of 
business, Mahay doesn’t 
support the Susitna dam because he consid-
ers it a waste of money. 

“It was a bad idea in the mid-1980s, and 
it’s still a bad idea today. It doesn’t make 

economic sense. It’s wasteful government 
spending. We would be better putting those 
state funds toward a natural gas pipeline  
or small, fish-friendly hydro projects,” 
according to Mahay.

Dam supporters dispute that: The state 
of Alaska is not expected to directly pay 
the $5.2 billion price tag, according to AEA. 
Some combination of financing vehicles 

would be deployed, including bonds and 
private and state investments. Repayment 
of the debt would come from the sale of 
electricity to utility companies, agency offi-
cials say.

“We’re looking at a dam 
that could have a useful life 
of 1,000 years,” said Dyok.

Gene Therriault, a for-
mer legislator who now 
works for AEA, said 
there’s been strong interest 
expressed by the private 
bond market in the Susitna 
project. 

In its report to the  
Legislature, AEA notes it 
has hired an independent 
financial advisory firm to 
define a range of financing 
options. The firm has “reaf-
firmed that Susitna-Watana 
Hydro remains a viable 
project. The state of Alaska 
has the potential to recover 
its investment in Susitna- 
Watana Hydro while pro-

viding long-term and affordable power,” 
the report states.

Blowing up dams: While the studies and 
public meetings continue, the fact remains 
that the era of giant dam construction in the 
United States ended decades ago. A dam 
the size of Susitna hasn’t been built in the 
country since the 1970s.  Of the estimated 
80,000 dams across the country, many of 
them have impacted fish runs and quite 
a few are literally being blown up and 
removed.

According to American Rivers, about 
1,150 dams have been removed in recent 
years and the movement to breach more 
appears to be growing. 

In the award-winning film DamNation, 
author and university professor David 
Montgomery notes that it’s not feasible 
to breach every dam across the country 
because that would be economically foolish. 
But it’s reasonable to examine each one and 
decide which dams still make sense in the 
21st century, he said.

“The history of thinking in the Western 
world is radical ideas eventually can 
become conventional, and a couple of 
decades ago it was radical in terms of think-
ing that you could take a dam out. It was 
unthinkable. You can go back 50 years and 
it was legitimately crazy talk. The conversa-
tion has changed,” Montgomery said. 

Apparently not in Alaska. At least,  
not yet. 

the scenery of the Matanuska-susitna borough is spectacular.
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YoUr BUSINESS Exxon Valdez oil spill by JENNIFER HAWKS

An Alaskan state senator has sponsored 
a bill to pursue a $92 million claim against 
Exxon Mobil Corp. for residual damage 
from 1989’s Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince  
William Sound. 

Where this money should come from is 
complicated. Here are the major funds iden-
tified after the hemorrhaging of the Exxon 
Valdez tanker in Prince William Sound: 

• The “Reopener for Unknown Injury” 
was part of the 1991 settlement between  
the state of Alaska (teamed with the 
administration of President George H.W. 
Bush) and Exxon. It was intended to cov-
er unknown future “injuries” from the 11  
million gallons of spilled crude oil, with a 
cap of $100 million.

• The oil corporation had already agreed 
to pay a $25 million criminal fine, $100  
million in criminal restitution, and $900  
million in civil damages. 

• The Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee 
Council was established to use the $900 mil-
lion to oversee restoration of the ecosystem 
damaged from the spill. EVOS Trustee Coun-
cil federal members are the National Marine 

Clock  
ticking on 
Exxon Mobil 
to pay for  
its oil spill

Fisheries Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, and the U.S. Forest Service. The 
Alaska state agency council members are the 
Alaska Depart of Fish and Game, the Alaska 
Department of Environmental Conservation, 
and the state attorney general.

• In 1994, an Anchorage jury decided 
that Exxon should pay $5 billion in punitive 
damages to commercial fishermen whose 
livelihoods were damaged or destroyed 
by effects from the oil spill. This was in  
addition to the other monies. Exxon 
appealed, then merged with Mobil in 1999  
to become Exxon Mobil Corp., the largest 
company in the world. 

• In 2006, Gov. Frank Murkowski, backed 
by President George W. Bush, submitted a 
claim for $92 million under the Reopener 
provision and urged the council to start work 
on restoring areas still suffering with pockets 
of subsurface oil. 

ExxonMobil refused to pay the $92 mil-
lion claim, saying that unknown injury 
damages hadn’t been proven. That same 
year, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
slashed the original jury’s $5 billion  
punitive award to fishermen in half, to 
$2.5 billion. ExxonMobil appealed that  
verdict too.

Continued on page 14
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YoUr BUSINESS Exxon Valdez oil spill continued from page 13

time is running out for alaska to sue Exxon for money to pay for 
cleanup of oil that settled below the soil of Prince William sound.

In 2008, the U.S. Supreme Court reduced the $2.5 billion in  
punitive damages to just $507.5 million, plus interest, which came to 
about $1 billion. This was 14 years after a jury awarded fishermen  
$5 billion. The money was divided among the lawyers (who received 
almost 23 percent) and more than 32,000 plaintiffs. This resolved  
the private cases, but the government environmental damage  
case continues.

To this day, ExxonMobil has yet to pay the $92 million. Under the 
Statute of Limitations, the Reopener claim will likely expire in 2016 if 
it isn’t settled beforehand. 

In February 2014, Alaska State Sen. Berta Gardner sponsored  
Alaska Senate Joint Resolution 25, which urges the Alaska  

Department of Law and the U.S. Department of Justice to take court 
action to collect from Exxon the delinquent $92 million oil spill 
“Reopener for Unknown Injury” claim submitted by the Murkowski 
Administration in 2006. 

Sen. Gardner hadn’t expected the bill to move forward through 
committee or come to the Senate floor, much less the House — and 
it didn’t. “The goal,” she said, “was to raise awareness among state 
leadership and the public that the clock is ticking on this claim, 
and we have until June 25, 2016, to make sure the claim is pushed  
in court.” 

Although the 2006 Alaska Legislature voted unanimously to urge 
the state to make the Reopener claim (which it did), the 2014 Legis-
lature would not let the issue come to a floor vote, reflecting a more 
oil-friendly political environment in Juneau. 

ExxonMobil’s Senior Media Relations Advisor Richard D. Keil 
said as far as they’re concerned, “Well-respected scientists have stud-
ied all pertinent aspects related to the spill’s impact on the Prince 
William Sound’s water, shoreline, and wildlife. To date, they have 
published approximately 400 peer-reviewed papers examining the 
Sound’s environment. They report that the Sound’s ecosystem is 
healthy and thriving. This recovery matches the well-established 
record documented by scientists following a number of other oil 
spills around the world, many much larger than the Valdez spill. 

“After more than 20 years of intense scrutiny of the Prince William 
Sound ecosystem, what was anticipated in 1991 can be confirmed: 
isolated pockets of oil residue remain, but are so effectively sheltered 
that they pose no credible threat to wildlife. This conclusion was  
supported by the independent consulting firm hired by the state and 
federal governments’ trustees in 2006, which found that any remain-
ing oil had limited ecological significance. In the most recent govern-
ment reports, compiled earlier this year, it was also noted that sea 
otter and harlequin duck populations have recovered as well.”

“So, it’s just a debate between Exxon and its scientists saying there 
are no damages or at least none that were unknown at the time,” 
contends Sen. Gardner. “And there’s a debate in particular about the 
herring fishery, which collapsed four years after the spill and has 
never recovered. And part of the debate is whether that fishery col-
lapsed and all the life that relied on the herring as a direct result of 
the spill. I’m not a scientist and I can’t debate that myself, but I want 
that debate to happen, and I want the state to move forward so that 
we don’t lose our claim, and let the court decide.” 

 Gov. Sean Parnell, who would have to authorize the attorney 
general to file the claim, has not made any move to do so. Sharon 
Leighow, press secretary for the governor, responded that the state 
of Alaska is waiting for the scientific studies to be completed before 
moving forward with the claim. The studies are being done by the 
EVOS Trustee Council. “The results will determine the feasibility of 
future cleanup. We expect those studies in the next few months.”

“I just don’t want to see Alaska lose out on this opportunity when 
there is a demonstrated, continuing need and continuing loss,” said 
Sen. Gardner. “And it’s not about vengeance or anything like that, 
but we are negotiating with Exxon for a pipeline in the development 
of Point Thompson oil field, which is oil and gas. I’m kind of con-
cerned that the governor does not want to bring this up in the middle 
of the negotiations. But the fact of the matter is,” adds the senator, 
“we’re always negotiating with Exxon. You know, they’re big boys in 
this state and they can handle this.” 

Professor Rick Steiner is a retired University of Alaska marine 
advisor for the Prince William Sound region of Alaska. Now a global 
consultant who “works with NGOs, governments, industry, and 
civil society to speed the transition to an environmentally sustain-
able society,” Steiner has closely tracked the Exxon Valdez spill and its 
effects on Alaska’s ecosystem. 

Steiner left the University of Alaska partly because of the oil stance 
of the state government.
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 Exxon crude found its way into virtually 
every aspect of Prince William sound. 

the Exxon Valdez is now being broken up on 
the beach at alang, india. Her legacy of oil 
spewed in alaska will keep on giving.   Continued on page 16

“They made the claim for $92 million 
to remediate the lingering sub-surface oil 
on the beach sediments of the sound and 
the entire oil spill region because it was 
still there,” said Steiner. “There are tens 
of thousands of gallons of Exxon Valdez 
oil still there today, still toxic, still affect-
ing the near-shore ecosystem. And while 
it was clear that there would still be oil 
there (that’s not an unanticipated injury), it 
was not known that it would still be toxic,  
relatively unweathered, and still affecting 
near-shore organisms like it is today. So that 
is the unanticipated part of the injury.” 

In 2010, out of frustration, Steiner took it 
upon himself to file his own motion in U.S. 
District Court, asking the court to order 
Exxon to pay the delinquent demand for 
payment by the government. It didn’t work, 
as the court ruled that the government itself 
would need to file such a motion in court, 
which it has yet to do. The court dismissed 
Steiner’s motion. 

 Steiner asks, “Where’s the passion in  
the government to take Exxon into court 
seeking to collect this thing? This has  
been the most catastrophically handled  
component of any legal settlement that I’ve 
followed. It makes the Exxon Valdez the  
longest lasting environmental litigation in 
world history — not just U.S. history. It’s 
now 25 years and still ticking.”
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YoUr BUSINESS Exxon Valdez oil spill continued from page 15

the toll on birds by the Exxon Valdez was significant.

don’t be quiet
Want to do something? Tell 

the decision-makers what 
you think about the $92 
million Reopener claim. You 
can also write a letter to the 
governor or other opinion 
leaders. 

U.S. Attorney General Eric 
Holder: AskDOJ@usdoj.gov

Alaska Dispatch News: Tony 
Hopfinger, executive editor, 
editor@alaskadispatch.com

Alaska Gov. Sean Parnell: 
http://gov.alaska.gov/
parnell/contact/email-the-
governor.html

The collapse of the herring population in Prince William Sound 
occurred after the settlement, which was in October 1991. “So there’s 
a clear, catastrophic collapse,” argues Steiner. “I tried to make that 
the centerpiece of the Reopener claim. The government agencies 
wouldn’t do it because they think there are too many confounding 
factors as to why the herring population collapsed, but nowhere else 
in Alaska did it collapse.

“Most herring eggs and larvae were killed in 1989, and most of 
the adults were exposed and dosed. The theory is that their immune 
response suffered due to the oil exposure and [as a result were  
vulnerable to] viral diseases and a fungal disease. A parasite became 
epidemic in the herring population, and there were some poor 
plankton years, so it’s not just one thing that can cause a collapse like 
this. But if you look throughout Alaska, the herring populations are  
generally OK; they didn’t collapse. It was just Prince William Sound,” 
said Steiner.

Herring are only one of the three major marine populations in the 
sound which are still not recovering post-spill, and include the AT1 
killer whales and pigeon guillemots. Most other injured fish and 
wildlife populations and habitats monitored by the Trustee Council 
are still not fully recovered.

The failure to implement the Reopener for unknown injury “is a 
bad deal for Alaska,” said Steiner. “And what it means to me is that 
we can never trust government or the oil companies to do right by 
Alaska. They cannot even live up to their legal obligations that they 
have agreed to in court. So how can you trust any non-legally bind-
ing obligations or promises that they make to the public if they’re not 
even willing to live up to their legal obligations?”

The Trustee Council has been entrusted with using the Reopener 
funds for a lingering oil restoration plan. By their own timetable, 
they’re at least six to seven years behind, said Steiner, even though 
they have $190 million in the bank. “It’s been the most colossally 
screwed-up program imaginable. They tell the court ‘The cat ate my 
homework’ time and time again.” 

But regardless, Steiner is adamant that the oil corporation is on the 
hook for the $92 million. “Exxon needs to pay if they have one shred 
of integrity. They should step forward and pay the Reopener plus 
interest (a total of $130 million) — today, and be done with it and say, 
‘We don’t agree with it, we don’t think we owe anything more, but 
we’re going to do the right thing because the government says they 
need this to finish off the job that they think they need to do.’

 “The fact that the Parnell administration has simply let Exxon 
slide tells me that they are soft on environmental damages from oil. 
So how can anyone in Alaska trust either the Parnell administration 
or the federal administration in living up to their obligations and 
their promises about how responsible oil development will be in the 
future in Alaska? I think the proof is in the pudding here that that’s 
not going to happen.”  
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TraNSITIoNS

In the late ‘80s, you could easily spot 
Mike Rugo trolling in Southeast: His was 
the boat whose rigging was festooned with 
cloth baby diapers.

“Our kids were on the boat when each 
was two days old,” said Barb Rugo, mother 
of their kids.

The Rugos — Mike, an adventurous 
young buck from Wisconsin, and Barb, 
a Canadian-born free spirit — are strong 
family folks. They met in 1979 on an  
Alaskan ferry, north from Seattle. Mike 
arrived in Petersburg to buy the Ixtlan.

“On our first fishing trip, we weren’t 
sure if the first fish I caught was a coho or 
a king salmon. Mike figured if we could 
catch 100 coho a day, we could make a liv-
ing. I was coming from a regular job with 
benefits and I had my doubts,” Barb said.  

They were willing to make it happen, 
and the decision paid off. “We’ve had a 
great career and life together!”

They started fishing out of Petersburg 
in 1979 on their 30-foot wooden double-
ender the F/V Ixtlan. That first season they 
rushed to get ready to put hooks in the 
water so they would qualify for the last 
season before hand-trolling went limited 
entry. They worked to catch valuable cohos 
that were $2.12 a pound in 1979. Cohos 

Mike Rugo retires from  
fishing after three decades 

on the grounds

The Barbi J.The Rugo family
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Mike rugo and the fruits of hard work.

in the wheelhouse. 

have never again yielded that price. 
Fishing for a career allowed them 

the opportunity to live their dream by  
remotely living for 14 years — 22 miles 
south of Wrangell, accessible only by boat 
or seaplane.

It was the best years of their lives. Barb 
and Mike fished together for 10 years until 
Barb “retired” to their remote home to  
raise their sons, Joe and Jess.  Joe and Jess 
were only two days old when they each 
came aboard. 

The family went on to buy and fish the 
F/V Romance and in 1991, they acquired 
the F/V Silver Cloud, renamed the Barbi J, a 
45-foot Little Hoquiam.

Says Barb, “In Mike’s career, there has 
only been one year when he didn’t have at 
least one family member on board. The kids 
enjoyed spending the better part of their 

summers on the boat and continue to return 
up to the present day.

“Mike’s the hardest-working man 
I’ve ever met. Last year, he fished from  
mid-May until the end of August, with only 
one and a half “town” days.

He sold on the grounds and worked 
16-hour days, every day. As Marilyn 
George, a long-time troller, once told us, 
“You ain’t going to catch any fish unless 
you keep your hooks in the water.”

After 36 seasons of keeping hooks in 
the water, Rugo is retiring — not in the 
typical way of today’s fisheries. He’s  
selling out completely. The couple plans 
to become snowbirds. They can be found 
renovating a California home, closer to 
their kids — while winter waves crash on  
Alaskan shores.  
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beach, then scampers by moonlight into the 
surf. The sea brings possibilities and the 
hope of reaching deep water, the Atlantic’s 
hiding place for tiny reptiles starting life 
with a journey covering thousands of miles. 
Intrepid little turtles and all the animals 
in this book make us feel good about our  
wildest dreams, as reachable, perhaps, as 
the nearest ocean. 

Bond earned her master’s degree from 
Cambridge University, England. Her writ-
ing and photography have appeared on 
the Discovery Channel and in Science, The 
Washington Post, and other popular media. 
The upcoming book, The Utah Prairie Dog, 
will feature more than 150 photographs she 
took on her adventure, with scientists, in 
the prairie dog’s native more-barking-the-
better habitat.

Here are excerpts from Dream Affimals: 
Inspiration to Fulfill Your Wildest Dreams:

AMERICAN BEAVER: 
Still the waters

The land is unlock-
ing. Winter ’s hold 

is melting away. And 
the promise of spring 

trickles, rushes, swishes through the 
streams, whispering special instructions to 
the beavers: It’s time to build.

A pair of beavers sets the foundation for 
their dam first, locking a row of poles across 
the stream channel. Then they stack their 
woodpile, facing it upstream and headlong 
into the poles — the beaver way of quieting 
that itchy sound of running water which 
stimulates their need to do woodworking.

Upstream from the dam, water quietly 
swallows its banks, giving the beavers their 
pond … and more. The pond is their super-
highway, making distant forests a quick 
swim away. It’s their refrigerator, where 
they float bark-covered logs for good eating 
later. It’s their escape hatch, too cold and 
wet for wolves and black bears. It’s even 
their garden, bursting with delectable  
yellow pond lilies and water shield.

Soon the hum of dragonfly wings rises 
from these still waters, where American 
black ducks join the feathered many that 
come to nest, wade, waddle, and sing. The 
thuddy ribbet of the green frog and long, 
the tweeting trill of the American toad give 
way to the sounds of summer, when beaver 
kits slap the pond’s surface with their baby 
tails and purr to one another in their lodge. 
Every now and then, the peaceful pond 

YoUr BUSINESS Books

Longtime Pacific Fish-
ing contributor Elaine 
Miller Bond has just 
published her latest 
book: Dream Affimals: 
Inspiration to Fulfill Your 
Wildest Dreams.

It’s not her first work 
in non-fiction. She is also photographer for 
the book The Utah Prairie Dog: Life Among 
the Red Rocks, featuring over 150 images of 
rare prairie dogs in their natural habitat.  
(Available on pre-order from Amazon.) 

She is also the author/illustrator of Affi-
mals: Affirmations + Animals (LIT Verlag, 
2009) complementing her Dream Affi-
mals (Sunstone Press, 2013). She views them 
as uplifting books of environmental edu-
cation. The Humane Society of the United 
States calls Affimals “an inspiration and  
a lesson,” and children’s and nature author 
T.A. Barron calls it “a wondrous and  
inspiring book for children of every age.”

Bond began her career as senior science 
writer for the University California Natural 
Reserve System and went on to write and 
photograph independently. She currently 

Pacific Fishing contributor writes another book about wildlife
lives near her favorite childhood park in 
Orinda, California, where she continues to 
search the creeks for newts and trace the 
paw prints of coyotes.

Dream Affimals is distributed by Ingram, 
so a reader’s local bookstore may order 
it. Readers may also purchase it online 
through Amazon, Barnes & Noble, the  
publisher’s website (Sunstone Press), and 
other online booksellers.

Here is a description from the book’s 
jacket: What if a puma could spring from 
the grass and motivate you to “Get more 
pounce to the ounce?” Or what if an electric 
eel could somehow zap you with the  
mindset to “Be positive?” Such is the con-
cept behind Dream Affimals — that animals 
can uplift your spirits, simply by doing 
what comes naturally. 

Forty animals share their wisdom in this 
book, from the snow leopard to the hon-
eybee to the frillfin goby (a small jumping 
fish). And their lessons (“affirmations”) 
come alive through beautiful illustrations 
and heartening, well-researched tales of the 
wild, like the loggerhead sea turtle, which 
hatches in a cramped pit dug into a Florida 
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out onto a floe, and trudges toward 
the females. Today this younger male 
has a special reason for approaching 
the group. And he is not alone: He has 
pulled an orphaned calf out of the Ber-
ing Sea, its weak barking voice mov-
ing many walruses to lumber in close. 
Rescued by a bull and embraced by the 
herd, this little bundle of whiskers and 
flippers now gets its chance to bond 
with a new mom, who may someday 
have a reason to hold her flippers high.

The slanted northern sun has 
now reached its maximum, and 
a few walrus bulls have fallen asleep in the water, floating by 
their inflated necks like huge, scarred, leathery bells. The other  
walruses are hauled out on the pack ice, piling atop one anoth-
er for a snooze. And as the ice begins to drift, so do the calves, 
on their warm, breathing mattresses of blubber and tusks, off to  
walrus dreamland. 

Walruses (Odobenus rosmarus) prefer the company of others, 
and they will gather, sometimes by the hundreds, on sea ice in a  
discontinuous ring around the Arctic and near-Arctic. Both males 
and females have long tusks, which they use to fend off polar 
bears, haul out onto the ice, and in the case of large bulls, fight 
for mates. While displaying for mates, bulls produce an elaborate 
array of bell-like tones, clicking noises, and other enticements from 
a nearby place in the sea. Walrus populations hit their lowest mark 
in the 1950s after decades of commercial hunting.  

echoes with the trickle of water seeping in small cascades through 
the dam. Not for long, though, after its whisper reaches the ears of 
the beavers. 

Beavers (genus Castor) take their Latin name from a complex fluid 
they produce, castoreum, which people have valued for thousands 
of years as a medicine and fragrance. The American beaver (Cas-
tor canadensis) weighs up to sixty pounds and is a rodent native to 
the forested waterways of the United States, Canada, and Mexico. 

WALRUS: Chill out
There is one place a dominant walrus wants 

to be — near the female group — and he will 
move Heaven, Earth, and Blubber to get there. 
He heaves his 1.5-ton body along the floating 
pack ice, prodding other bulls with his tusks and 
thrusting them aside. When he finally reaches 

the group, he flops onto his flank and takes a nap. Nothing beats  
basking near the females.

Mother walruses in the area hardly notice him. Their world 
revolves around calves, and they form a bond with their young 
for at least two years — longer than any other member of the  
pinniped (walrus, seal, sea lion) family. During this time, the atten-
tive mother will nurse her calf, though a young walrus can eat on 
its own by slurping meat out of shellfish with its short, floppy face. 
She will also give her calf back-rides in the water, though a baby 
walrus takes to swimming like a fat, wrinkly fish. When the mood 
turns playful, the mother walrus lifts her calf up out of the sea with 
a tight embrace of her flippers.

Another walrus bull forks the ice with his tusks, hauls his body 
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YoUr BUSINESS Dam collapse

There is never a good time for a massive toxic waste spill into 
a waterway, but the collapse of an open-pit gold and copper mine  
tailings pond in British Columbia Aug. 4 could have long-term 
damaging impacts on a large component of the Fraser River  
sockeye run. 

When the Imperial Metals–owned Mount Polley mine’s earth-
filled dam collapsed, it released an estimated 2,640,000,000  
gallons of water and 158,850,000 cubic feet of metal-laden sand into  
Polley Lake, then out through Hazeltine Creek to the shore of  
Quesnel Lake. 

Data from Canada’s National Pollutant Release Inventory for 
2013 indicate that the mine disposed of arsenic, lead, manganese, 
cobalt, mercury, and other substances into the tailings pond. 

Volumes of those substances released in 2013 included 447 tons of 
arsenic, 195 tons of lead, 359 tons of nickel, 5,551 tons of vanadium, 
2,386 tons of zinc, 6.6 tons of cadmium, 522 tons of cobalt, 45,804 
tons of phosphorus, 20,254 tons of copper, 15.4 tons of antimony, 
and 23,087 tons of manganese. 

Some years, the Quesnel Lake system contributes as much as  
one-quarter of all sockeye into the Fraser River run. Those runs 
were just starting to enter the lower Fraser River in early August 
when the spill occurred.

This year’s forecast was for 1.3 million sockeye to return to  
the system. 

A complete ban on drinking and bathing was put in place in the 
waterways surrounding the mine, including Polley Lake, Quesnel 
Lake, Cariboo Creek, Hazeltine Creek, and the entire Quesnel and 
Cariboo river systems right to the Fraser River. 

At Pacific Fishing magazine’s press time, water analysis in  
Quesnel Lake was underway and results were unavailable. It was 
too early to tell what the short- and long-term impacts on Quesnel 
Lake sockeye will be. – Michel Drouin  

huge mine waste collapse
YoUr BUSINESS Goodby No. 539

Some knew her as Max, or Aequorea, or simply No. 539. She had 
a long sighting history in Southeast Alaska, dating back to 1975, but 
will be seen no more. A team of nine traveled by boat to a beach near 
Funter Bay last month to perform a necropsy on the 48-foot female 
humpback whale. 

“The left mandible was fractured and the right mandible was 
traumatically dislocated from the cranium,” said Dr. Kathy Burek 
of Alaska Veterinary Pathology Services as lead veterinarian on the  
necropsy. “Cause of death was determined to be ship strike.” 

A charter operator reported the floating whale on Tuesday, July 
1. NOAA Fisheries Protected Resources Division and Office of 
Law Enforcement responded to the report and located the animal, 
which likely had been dead only a few days, judging from the fresh  
condition of the carcass. The NOAA team towed the carcass to shore 
in upper Chatham Strait and secured it for the necropsy. A U.S. Coast 
Guard crewman assisted with that effort. 

When the team of nine — a captain, a gun bearer, a veterinary 
pathologist, marine mammal specialists, and volunteers — arrived 
on the scene, they saw an exposed jawbone. The team collected  
various tissue and organ samples from the carcass, including stom-
ach contents. Analysis of the eye and ear plug should tell scientists  
her age. 

“Any and all samples from her will be extremely valuable, given 
her long and very complete reproductive history,” said Christine 
Gabriele, a wildlife biologist with the Humpback Whale Monitoring 
Program at Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve, who has been 
following No. 539 for many years. “She’s a really interesting whale.”

This particular humpback was first documented in Glacier Bay 
in 1975. According to the collaborative Southeast Alaska humpback 
whale database, she’s had five calves between 1982 and 2005, and has 
at least three grand-calves. 

“She was seen regularly in Glacier Bay and Icy Strait,” added 
Janet Neilson, also with Glacier Bay’s Humpback Whale Monitoring  
Program. “Our last confirmed sighting of her was in 2012.” 

“It is rewarding to study such long-lived beings,” said Fred Sharpe, 
a scientist with the Alaska Whale Foundation, who also has studied 
this humpback for many years. “By photographing their distinctively 
pigmented tails, we can learn much about an individual’s habits and 
social life.”

Scientists who learned about humpbacks from following No. 539 
for many years will now learn from her death.

“We appreciate everyone’s involvement to make this necropsy 
happen,” said Aleria Jensen, NOAA Fisheries Alaska Region marine 
mammal stranding coordinator. “It is a tragic event, but important to 
have such a clear cause of death to understand the factors impacting 
humpback whales.”

Jensen added that this kind of ship strike mortality serves as a 
wake-up call for ocean users to be watchful while on the water.

“With a recovering population, we are seeing more and more 
humpback whales every year. This is a reminder to take extra  
precaution when whales are in the area and slow your vessel’s speed. 
It’s the number one action to take to prevent ship strike.”

Numerous studies have shown that slower speeds are less likely to 
result in injury or mortality to whales, damage to vessels, or injury to 
passengers. A 2006 study showed that the probability of lethal injury 
increased dramatically when the speed increased from 8.6 knots (21 
percent) to 15 knots (79 percent).

A 2012 study examining Alaska whale-vessel collision records 
found 108 collisions reported in Alaska from 1978 to 2011, most 
involving small vessels. In a third of the cases, human injury or  
property damage resulted from the collision, and a number of people 
were thrown into the water.

NOAA’s Office of Law Enforcement is performing an investiga-
tion into the death of the humpback whale. Anyone with infor-
mation relating to this incident should call NOAA’s Office of Law  
Enforcement Hotline at 1-800-853-1964. 

“Her calves survive her; may we always be vigilant to keep them 
safe.” said Sharpe. – Julie Speegle  
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YoUr TUrN by BRETT VEERHUSEN

When important decisions are 
made in Washington, D.C., if you 
are not at the table, then you could 
end up on the menu. 

To prevent the fishing industry 
from being served, commercial 
fishing organizations across the 
country are speaking up with a sin-
gle voice on behalf of the Seafood 
Harvesters of America. 

Millions of people — at grocery 
stores, restaurant chains, and com-
munities all along our nation’s 
coasts — rely on commercial fish-
eries to help get our dinner from 
ocean to plate. In 2012, Americans 
consumed 4.5 billion pounds of 
seafood. This is made possible 
because responsible fishermen 
have abided by strict annual catch 
limits, using strong accountabil-
ity measures to ensure a lasting 
resource for commercial fishermen, 

Postcard: Kaila buerger sent in this photo from bristol bay. His 
sister, Kendra buerger, is shown at left.

Seafood HarveSterS: 
working cooperatively to avoid fish cliff

communities, 
and consumers. 

Among Harvesters’ highest 
priorities this year is to ensure 
that science-based decision-
making is upheld by NOAA, 
NMFS, and the councils. The 
Magnuson-Stevens Act is up for 
re-authorization and is a statute 
Americans should be proud of. 
In 1999, NOAA listed 98 stocks as 
overfished; by 2012, only 40 stocks 
were overfished and 34 previous-
ly depleted fish stocks had been 
rebuilt. The act is working. While 
we can certainly discuss some 
tweaks, we are calling on lawmak-
ers to keep the federal fishery law 
largely intact.

Accountability is critical for 
America’s commercial and sport 
fishermen, as well as decision-
makers. As harvesters who  
support sustainable fisheries, 

we’ve urged lawmakers to ensure all  
sectors are equally responsible and trans-
parent. Harvesters are proud of the fact 
that by 2012, under the Magnuson-Stevens 
Act, 91 percent of U.S. fishery stocks were 
not experiencing overfishing. 

When it comes to some of the proposed 
provisions to the current law, Seafood  
Harvesters have concern. Changing 
bycatch language from measures that 
“minimize bycatch” to “avoid bycatch” 
— at potentially all costs — is not only 
impracticable, but also could have serious  
consequences by reducing access to key 
fisheries that support healthy jobs and 
economies in our communities. 

Another provision that could greatly 
affect commercial fishermen is added  
reallocation language. Requiring regional 
fishery management councils to revisit 
allocation every five years could create 
economic uncertainty for commercial fish-
ermen and threaten their ability to obtain 
financing to reinvest in their businesses.

A provision Harvesters would like to 
see added should be an increase in co-
management. Many harvesters are already 
involved in co-management efforts around 
the country, working with councils to 
responsibly steward our fishery resourc-
es. This powerful bottom-up approach 
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can help create more buy-in for top-down  
policies that improve our research and  
data collection.

Beyond Magnuson-Stevens, we have 
other big fish to fry. Harvesters are seek-
ing a level playing field with the existing  
moratorium on the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency’s incidental discharge rules, 
which are set to expire on Dec. 18, 2014. If 
the moratorium isn’t extended, as it already 
is for recreational vessels, commercial  
vessels will have to get a permit just for 
deck wash and could face fines up to 
$32,000. Harvesters are committed to 
extending the current federal moratorium 
to ensure ridiculous permits for commer-
cial fishing businesses don’t severely cut a  
fisherman’s bottom line. This is a “Fish 
Cliff” we’re committed to avoid. 

We are also working with the Coast 
Guard on more reasonable classification 
and load line requirements. As many fish-
ermen already know, the requirements that 
came out of the 2010 and 2012 Coast Guard 
re-authorization bills have dramatically 
increased costs by 30 to 50 percent for those 
building new or improving their vessels. 
Once again, fishermen’s bottom lines  
are jeopardized. 

Our fisheries are very diverse, and our 
members will remain engaged on issues  
specific to each region. However, we still 
need to work cooperatively to ensure that 
policymakers address our common interests. 

In early June, at the Capitol Hill Oceans 
Week, Harvesters made it clear that we 
are willing to speak out on a number of  
regulatory issues, budget priorities, and 
conservation goals that will impact the  
continued economic growth of America’s 
fisheries. 

As the only national commercial fishing 
organization based in our nation’s capital, 
Seafood Harvesters of America is already 
off to a great start with over a dozen mem-
ber organizations from New England and 
the Gulf of Mexico to the Bering Sea in 
Alaska. We represent the 190-foot trawl-
ers as well as the 30-foot hook and line cod  
fishermen. With the support of policy- 
makers in Washington, D.C., all that crab, 
cod, salmon, and snapper — to name just 
a few — will remain part of the complete 
American dinner.

Ultimately, the most important thing 
for fishermen is to pass down this tradi-
tion for generations. If we lose the fish, we  

literally lose our way of life. We have come 
such a long way since the days when we 
would find ourselves in a derby-style race  
without strict accountability and strong  
science to make management decisions. 
Now we have a great future ahead where 
well-managed, science-driven standards 
allowed U.S. commercial fishermen to har-
vest 9.6 billion pounds of seafood in 2012, 
which added nearly 1.3 million direct and 

indirect jobs to our nation’s economy.
As fishermen, it is our patriotic duty to 

responsibly steward our nation’s seafood 
resources. And we aren’t going to let any-
one off the hook.  

Brett Veerhusen is the executive director for 
Seafood Harvesters of America. He is a lifelong 
Alaskan commercial fisherman and lives in 
Washington, D.C.

The Magnuson-Stevens Act is up for re-authorization and is a statute Americans should be proud of. We 
are also working with the coast guard on more reasonable classification and load line requirements.
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BoaT of THE moNTH F/V Patriot by DANIEL MINTZ

The F/V Patriot

Top of the game: Mike Pettis’ 35-year fishing career has just 
reached a milestone — the custom construction of a new $2.4  
million boat, the F/V Patriot.

Working Dungeness crab and shrimp fisheries out of Newport, 
Pettis sought a boat to replace one he sold to one of his sons. He 
considered his options strategically. 

“I thought it was better to have an asset than to have capital,” he 
said, adding that he based his conclusion on the declining value of 
the American dollar. 

Two years later, the 67-foot F/V Patriot is into its third month 
of shrimping and will pull crab this winter. Once two refrigera-
tion systems are installed, the Patriot will be able to add albacore  
fishing and tendering to its portfolio of capabilities. 

It fulfills a vision that began on the drafting table with a  
1970s design model by the firm now known as Jensen  
Maritime Consultants. 

Enlisting marine architect Tulio Celano of Crescere Marine  
Engineering to modify the Jensen design, Pettis opted for a  
freestanding mast and widened the boat by 5 feet. Seeking better 
stability and anticipating changes to Coast Guard standards, he 
also raised the aft deck by a foot and the front deck by 6 inches. 

The increased freeboard allows Pettis to hold 500 crab pots and 
store a combined total of 100,000 pounds of crab in the boat’s front 
and back holds. “I can have the front hold flooded and put all 500 
crab pots on board and still have 14 inches of freeboard,” he said. 

Slight modifications to Jensen’s wheelhouse round out the boat’s 
design customizations. 

The boat’s main is a 600 horsepower Cummins QSK-19, which 

 Custom
 built,
 multifaceted
 for the
 future

F/V Patriot:

Continued on page 28
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BoaT of THE moNTH F/V Patriot continued from page 26

The Patriot fishes shrimp.

allows a cruising speed of 8.8 knots at 1,400 rpm “with no trouble 
at all,” Pettis said. And if he wants to “lean on it” and burn more 
fuel, a top speed of 11 to 11.5 knots is achievable.

And there’s a lot of leeway for using fuel — the boat has a 
12,000-gallon capacity. 

Pettis is using a 650-cubic-foot crab bait freezer, and his  
refrigeration systems will have a 20 to 25 ton capacity. He  
anticipates being able to hold 110,000 pounds of shrimp. 

Family tradition: Pettis became familiar with boat building early 
in his life. His father, Bill Pettis, built boats for 30 years in Newport, 
instilling an early interest in fishing. But Pettis’ initial commercial 
fishing trips were challenged by sea sickness. 

Studying diesel mechanics, he worked his way through college 
by trolling on his first boat, the F/V Karen Jean, which he named 
after his wife. After getting a two-year degree, he made a firm 
career decision. 

“I decided I’d go fishing whether I was puking or not,” he said. 
In 1980, Pettis built the 43-foot F/V Challenge, spending his  

winters crabbing and longlining for sablefish and halibut in  
summer months. “I figured it would be a challenge to build it, a 
challenge to pay for it, and a challenge to find something to put in 
it every time you go over the bar,” he said.

By the mid-1990s, sablefish quotas appeared to be imminent, 
and Pettis decided to broaden his potential and take on another  
challenge — buying another boat. 

Enter the F/V Jaka-B, a 52-foot steel boat that Pettis eventually 
modified, cutting 10 feet out of its corroded mid-body. A rebuild 

added 5 feet to the mid-section to produce a 47-foot boat. Pettis 
hired Shawn Bertini to be the Jaka-B’s skipper, a post he’s held for 
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the last 20 years. 
By 2000, Pettis had a third boat in his 

fleet, the F/V Heidi Sue, which he bought 
as his son, Tony, developed an interest in  
commercial fishing after returning home 
from college. When the Heidi Sue was sold 
to Tony, Pettis was faced with another 
career decision. 

“I thought, ‘Do I want to go forward with 
only two boats?’” he said. 

He didn’t. 
For country, community: The Patriot’s 

name is based on Pettis’ goals. “I wanted to 
benefit the country and the community by 
providing jobs and supporting the fishing 
industry,” he said. “We think it’s a benefit 
to the country to produce seafood and  
create jobs.” 

Although he said he’s “not a revolution-
ist or anything,” Pettis did some research on 
the Revolutionary War era and learned that 
American soldiers were called patriots. 

“I thought, ‘Aha, that settles it,’” he said. 
Due to lack of a boat-building shipyard 

in Newport, the Patriot’s steel work and 
engine installation was done by the Charles-
ton, Oregon-based Giddings Boatworks. 
But all the deck work and interior construc-
tion were done in Newport. 

“As soon as the boat could float, I 
brought it here to provide opportunities in 
the local community,” said Pettis. 

The team of 18 
people who worked 
on the Patriot at 
Giddings included 
Bob Ward,  who 
asked Pettis if he’d 
take him on as  
a deckhand. 

Ward didn’t have 
commercial fishing 
experience, but his 
construction and  
s y s t e m s  k n o w -
how made up for 
that, and he’s now 
shrimping on the 
Patriot. 

A n o t h e r  c re w 
member, Brian Foss, 
had fishing experi-
ence but not with 
shrimp. Pettis didn’t 
know much about 
shrimping, either, so 

Matt Simmons was added to the crew. 
Pettis’ wife, Karen, is the Patriot’s co- 

owner and is “instrumental to our  
success,” said Pettis, managing the opera-
tion’s records and coordinating meals. 

With Glen Eason s k i p p e r i n g  t h e 
Chal lenge  and Bertini at the helm of 
the Jaka-B, Pettis is captain of the Patriot. 
Asked about his leadership approach, Pettis 
said it’s important to start with fair wages 
and follow through with simple respect.

“I treat the crew the way I’d want to be 
treated,” he said. “I don’t scream at them, 
and I treat them respectfully.” 

Increasingly competitive: These days, 
working efficiently in targeted fisheries is 
crucial to making progress. It wasn’t always 
that way. 

“When I was building the Challenge, it 
was a matter of how much you wanted to 
work and being smart enough not to kill 
yourself on a bar crossing,” said Pettis. 
“And all of a sudden, opportunities were 
slamming shut one by one. First it was 
salmon, then groundfish, and now we’re 
faced with wave energy, marine reserves, 
and competition for space.” 

Last year, the Cape Perpetua Marine 
Reserve was established along with other 
no-fishing zones. Pettis was one of a team 
of stakeholders who “negotiated a livable 
option” for fishermen. 

Continued on page 30
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BoaT of THE moNTH F/V Patriot continued from page 29

Getting the job done

the Patriot was designed by Jensen Maritime Consultants and tulio 
Celano of Crescere Marine Engineering. it was built by Giddings  
boatworks of Charleston.

Times are changing again. Now 57 years old, Pettis has a new 
boat that could “take care of us well into retirement.” 

It was unveiled to the Newport community in a launching  
ceremony last September. Attended by family members, friends, 
the construction team’s members, and local news reporters, the 
event commemorated a step forward in Pettis’ life as a fisherman 
and boat owner. 

But there probably won’t be another addition to the fleet. “My 
wife tells me this will be my last boat,” Pettis said. He was asked 
if he agrees. 

“I think so,” he responded. “This boat’s very capable and very 
productive, and three boats are enough.”  

Vessel: Patriot, Mike and Karen Pettis
Skipper: Michael Pettis
Type of vessel: Steel displacement
Marine architect: Jensen Maritime, Tullio Celano, Crescere Marine Engineering
Length and beam: 67 feet, 25 feet 11 inches
Power, main(s), and size: Cummins QSK-19 @ 600 hp
Hydraulic hoses/retailer: Englund Marine, Troyer’s Marine
Service for main: Curry Marine, Newport Diesel
Reduction gear and ratio: Twin Disk 5070, 6 to 1
Generator and auxiliaries and sizes: John Deere 100 kw/triple hydraulic 

pump (crab), Isuzo 20 kw with hydraulic pump (crab)
Lubricants: Chevron Delo 400 
Lubricant retailer: Carson Oil/Carver’s Fuel Dock
Hydraulics service: Kevin Hills Marine Service
Refrigeration: Bait freezer, Northern Refrigeration
Refrigeration service: Brad Putman (RSW to be installed)
Prop: 70-by-54 four-blade, Sound Propellers
Prop tuning: Sound Propellers
Retailer for miscellaneous fittings: Schiewe Marine Supply, Englund  

Marine Supply
Web hanging: Shrimp nets by Foulweather Trawl
Crab gear: Trilogy crab pots
Power block: Warren Junes Ltd.
Winches: Yaquina Boat Equipment (trawl), Rotzler (boom winches)
Other deck machinery: Shrimp sorter and deck conveyers, Warren Junes Ltd.; 

shrimp hopper and boom, Halco Welding
Anchor winches: Yaquina Boat Works 
Anchor: Forfjord
Trawl winches: Yaquina Boat Works
Chart system: Globe & Rose Point
Sat phone: Tag phone
Sat email: Boatracs
Sounder(s) and servicing: Furuno, B&F Marine
Radars: Furuno, B&F Marine
Sonar and servicing: Furuno, B&F Marine
Radio(s) and servicing: Icom, B&F Marine
Autopilot: Simrad AP-70, B&F Marine
Fire suppression system: Valley Fire Control, Cliff Martin
Windows: Diamond Sea Glaze
Hatches: Baier
Financing: Columbia Bank, Newport (Jim Johnson)
Insurance/broker: Servco Pacific (Jon McKnight)
Buyer: Pacific Seafoods
Survival suits: Imperial
Knives: Victorinox
Fishholds and bait freezers/fiberglass and foam work: Skallerud Marine Inc.
Helm chair: Llebroc Industries 
Interior construction: Reino Randal, Bruce Johnson, Jesus Cortez, Danny 

Blackwell, and Tom.
Upholstery: Silver Spring Upholstery
Wiring: Schiewe Marine Electric
Lighting: Wide-Lite
Steering ramps and solenoid block: Kevin Hill Marine Service
Crab circulation pumps: Berkeley 8x6 and 5&4
Stainless steel welding (circulation plumbing, anchor roller, safety rails,  

cap tie rails): Bob Ward
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by MICHEL DROUINaroUND THE YarDS
New boats and major refits keep shipyards hopping

La Conner: Mavrik Marine has finished up a run of seine skiffs 
and in mid-July was working on two 32-foot Bristol Bay boats, a 
30-foot Puget Sound crabber, and a 50-by-24-foot tender. 

“The tender is an interesting boat built for multiple  
fisheries, with a focus on good turnaround for the fishermen and 
quality care for the product,” said Mavrik’s President and CEO  
Zachery Battle. 

The vessel is set up for stackable totes or four large insulated 
tanks. It has an MPH 2.75-ton knuckle crane capable of han-
dling full totes or brailers at 30 feet of reach. The vessel also has a  
skid-mounted IMS RSW system and a skid-mounted Transvac fish 
pump, depending on configuration. 

“On the horizon, we have two additional Bristol Bay boats,  
several seine skiffs, a 
70-foot passenger ferry, and 
finally a 50-foot high-speed 
seiner,” Battle added. “The 
order book continues to 
grow as well as the diver-
sity in vessel types.”

I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  n e w 
builds, Mavrik is building 
up a repair division with 
a focus on refit and main-
tenance. This fall, the yard  
is refitting two 58-foot 
Deltas and whale backing/
refitting a 23-by-58-foot 
steel seiner.

      
Wrangell: At the Wrangell 

Boatshop, Kelly Ellis report-
ed in July that with fishing 
boats out on the grounds, 
the shop was busy with 
house repairs and a paint 
job on a 50-foot yacht and 
repairs on a Petersburg  
herring skiff.

“We’ve got a bunch of work coming up this fall,” she said. “We 
are doing a bunch of steel work on the 46-foot steel troller Talon out 
of Petersburg.”

 In September, the Cora J, a 58-foot Delta vessel, is scheduled for 
fiberglass repairs, and in October, the shop is replacing planks in a 
big wooden tender vessel.

Also scheduled for the fall, the wooden seiner Arlice is get-
ting a new wheelhouse, the steel seiner Liberty is getting a new  
beavertail, and the Petersburg seiner Outlook will be in for a paint 
job and welding repairs. 

      
Port Angeles: Platypus Marine Inc. launched the Karen Jeanne in 

July after a six-week refit for crabbing in California. 
Platypus Marine built and installed custom rolling chocks, 

removed wooden rails and replaced them with recycled UHMW 
(an environmentally friendly plastic), and added non-skid to the 
main deck and gel coat overall. The yard also cut the existing hatch 
and coaming, enlarging the opening, fabricated a new coaming 8 
inches above the deck, and fabricated and installed an aluminum 
hatch cover for the new enlarged opening. The fuel tanks and  

Kvichak Marine industries recently delivered the Paul c Johnson to the norton 
sound Economic development Corp.

associated plumbing were removed and 
replaced with newly fabricated and installed 
components. 

Platypus also did a quick emergency repair 
on the Pacific Wind, a 75-foot steel trawler out 
of Westport, Washington.  

“They had a small leak, so in between shrimping trips we hauled 
them out of the water and were able to patch them up and get 
them back out on the water in 24 hours,” said Marty Marchant at  
Platypus. “Time efficiency was our top propriety so that the Pacific 
Wind could get back to fishing.”

Platypus also put a sonar and outriggers on the Marlin II to rig 
her for tuna fishing.

      
Everett: The Hansen 

Boat Co. was busy this past 
summer working on tug-
boats. The longliner Beauty 
Bay was due in Aug. 1 for 
a six-week stay for its two-
year tuneup to clean up and 
fix broken machinery. The 
engine room was going to 
be painted as well.

      
North Vancouver: Chuck 

Ko, president of Allied 
Shipbuilders Ltd., reported 
in July that the 100-foot 
trawler Caledonian was in 
dry dock and the 110-foot 
trawler Nordic Pearl was 
undergoing a refit afloat.

      
Seattle: In July, Kvichak 

Marine Industries delivered 
a multi-mission, 66-foot  
all-aluminum shallow draft 

crab and salmon tender to the Norton Sound Economic Develop-
ment Corp. (NSEDC). The vessel was christened the Paul C. Johnson 
in honor of the late Paul “Koublou”Charles Johnson of Unalakleet 
at a ceremony at Fishermen’s Terminal in Seattle. 

The vessel was designed by Kvichak Marine for the specific 
requirements of the NSEDC, with the 66-by-25-foot vessel intended 
for very shallow draft crab and salmon tendering operations in the 
Norton Sound region, and drawing just 4-feet, 6-inches when fully 
loaded. The vessel is powered by twin Cummins QSM11 marine 
diesel engines, each rated for 450 bhp at 2100 rpm and coupled to 
ZF 360 transmissions driving NiBrAl four-blade propellers. 

Kvichak reports that the Paul C. Johnson is the first-of-its-kind  
tender vessel built to classification society rules applicable to  
tender vessels of this type and holds a Class Certificate per RINA.

The Paul C. Johnson is equipped with six smooth-sided, internally 
insulated fish holds, with a refrigerated hold capacity of 111,000 
pounds, and features a product elevator, Effer crane, and Transvac 
fish pump system. 

If you have news about activity in North Pacific shipyards, contact Michel 
Drouin at scribblefish@hotmail.com.
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by WESLEY LOYalaSka NoTEBook
Lower Bristol Bay and pink prices, Cook Inlet battle

Bristol Bay summary: The Bristol Bay sockeye salmon season 
featured two surprises — one pleasant, the other not so much.

Through July 17, with the season all but over, the catch stood at 
28.3 million sockeye, far surpassing the state’s preseason forecast 
of 16.9 million.

Of the bay’s five fishing zones, the 
Naknek-Kvichak District was the 
hotspot with 13.7 million fish. The 
Egegik District was a distant second 
with 6.9 million.

Excitement over the big catch gave 
way to disappointment as many  
fishermen went home with a base  
ex-vessel price of $1.20 per pound, 30 
cents less than in 2013.

The factors that go into pricing are 
murky at best, and processors are 
loath to talk about what they pay. But 
this year’s price retrenchment likely reflected the unexpectedly 
large catch, plus the productivity of sockeye fisheries elsewhere in 
Alaska and the world.

      
Pink salmon pileup: Last year, you’ll recall, Alaska produced a 

record catch of 219 million pink salmon.
Now the industry is feeling the hangover and is looking for relief 

in the form of a federal bailout.
In a July 23 letter, Alaska Gov. Sean Parnell asked the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture to buy $37 million 
in canned pink salmon to help reduce  
excess inventory.

“The 2013 ‘bumper crop’ resulted in an 
unsold inventory of over 6.1 million cases, or 

two years of fish at the current level of 
demand,” Parnell wrote.

The glut poses a big threat to fish-
ermen. The governor’s letter said this 
season’s advance ex-vessel price was 
28 cents per pound, compared to 42 
cents in 2013.

And so the industry faces “a serious 
value crisis” without the federal pink 
salmon purchase, Parnell wrote.

The USDA already bought substan-
tial quantities of canned pink salmon 
earlier this year. Such purchases go 

into domestic food assistance programs.
      

Hired skippers: The National Marine Fisheries Service on July 
28 published a “final rule” to clamp down on the rising use of hired 
skippers to harvest halibut and sablefish quota.

The two fisheries converted to catch shares beginning in 1995.
One goal of regulators was to encourage owner-onboard  

fisheries. However, progress toward this goal was slipping because 
some initial quota share recipients were acquiring more quota and 
using hired skippers to go catch it.

Initial recipients hiring skippers nearly doubled in the halibut 
and sablefish fisheries between 1998 and 2009, federal data shows.

The final rule, which takes effect Dec. 1, will prohibit using 
a hired skipper to harvest quota acquired after a cutoff date of 
Feb. 12, 2010. For holders of such quota, the alternatives include  
climbing aboard the boat and fishing it themselves or selling  
the shares. 

      
Setnet battle: A controversial campaign to let Alaskans vote on 

whether to ban commercial set gillnets, or setnets, in Cook Inlet 
and other areas gained new life with a key court ruling on July 23.

Anchorage Superior Court Judge Catherine Easter overturned 
Lt. Gov. Mead Treadwell’s January rejection of a proposed ballot 
initiative to prohibit setnets.

Backers of the ballot initiative include sportfishing enthusiasts 
who believe setnets have high rates of bycatch and hurt Kenai  
River king salmon runs, which have been weak in recent years.

The sponsors said the next step was to gather signatures to  
qualify their initiative for the August 2016 ballot. But state lawyers 
were considering whether to appeal the judge’s ruling.

The Kenai Peninsula Fishermen’s Association, representing Cook 
Inlet sockeye setnetters, said it was “saddened” by the ruling. The 
group called the initiative effort a “dishonest” attempt to eliminate 
a sustainable, century-old fishery supporting thousands of people.

“If Alaska allows management of its resources at the ballot box, 
our entire resource-based economy is at risk,” the association said. 
“If one group of selfish people are able to push a resource-grabbing 
initiative through, then you must ask yourself this: Who will  
be next?”

Pacific Fishing columnist Wesley Loy, a well-known observer of fisheries 
of the North Pacific, also runs the Deckboss blog, www.deckboss.blogspot.
com/. He has been named the new editor of Pacific Fishing magazine.

sockeye taken in the Egegik district. KdlG photo
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fISH faCTor by LAINE WELCH & STEPHANIE MANGINI

Pebble legacy: Gov. Sean Parnell’s pick for fisheries adviser has 
Alaskans scratching their heads. Parnell has appointed Ben Mohr, 
a former six-year public affairs specialist for the Pebble Mine and 
campaign manager for candidate Dan Sullivan’s U.S. Senate cam-
paign. No public announcement was made nor were comments 
given by Parnell for the selection. Mohr replaces 
Stephanie Moreland as fisheries adviser.

      
Cost per pound: A research team from  

Australia and Canada studied more than 1,600 
records of fuel use worldwide from catch to 
delivery. They compiled a list based on the 
amount of fuel it takes to land a ton of fish.  
Sardines and Icelandic herring ranked lowest, 
at 19 gallons, due to the quick hauls of huge 
schools of fish.

Purse seiners for skipjack tuna used 115  
gallons per ton. Scallop boats used about 139 
gallons of fuel per ton. Salmon fisheries ranked 
fourth for fuel use at 234 gallons for gillnets 
and seines; hook and line catchers used more.  
Trolling for Pacific albacore tuna added up to 426 gallons per ton.

Number two for fuel use were trawlers targeting flatfish at 747 
gallons a ton.

The top fuel-guzzling fishery was Maine lobsters at 772 gallons.
The researchers are working with the Monterey Bay Aquarium 

in California to see if fuel use can be incorporated into the Seafood 
Watch program, which evaluates the sustainability of fisheries.

The full study is in the American Association for the  
Advancement of Science news magazine. Find links at our  
website: www.alaskafishradio.com.

      
Offer your opinion: Nowhere in the world do people have more 

say in shaping fisheries policy than in Alaska. While the outcomes 
might get mixed rants and reviews, no one is ever denied the 
chance to state ideas, concerns, and gripes to decision-makers. 

Several opportunities are available right now. First off, a revised 
draft of the Magnuson-Stevens Act was just released for public 
review and comment. The MSA is the primary federal law that 
governs all fisheries management in U.S. waters; it is undergo-
ing reauthorization targeted for completion at the end of this year. 
Comments will be taken until the bill moves through the Sen-
ate to the full Congress for final action. Comments can be sent to  
Sen. Mark Begich, who chairs the Senate Committee on Oceans, 
Atmosphere, Fisheries, and Coast Guard.

      
Fish skin baskets: Audrey Armstrong of Galena remem-

bers the day she first was inspired to make beautiful things from  
salmon skins. It was Sept. 4, 2002, and she was mesmerized by a 
king salmon she had caught. 

“The colors were so beautiful, and I said to myself, I know a long 
time ago they used to make garments and baskets and different 
containers out of fish skin. I wonder if I could make something 
out of this skin. And that is how I started,” Armstrong said in a  
phone interview.

It was difficult to learn the traditional techniques, as the history 
for the old ways was lost. 

“There was nothing really written. And I think the oldest piece I 
saw from my culture was from 1849. It was a child’s mittens made 
out of fish skins. They are so beautiful. So now for the majority 

of us working with fish 
skin, it is all by trial and 
error, and by talking to 
other people who are 
working with fish skin 

and trying to bring it back. We are all learning 
from each other,” she said.  

Armstrong uses an ulu to clean and scrape 
any fat from the skins, which keeps them 
from spoiling. She cleans and freezes the skins  
and hand sews each piece as it is pulled from  
a cooler.

“Because it will dry out real fast as you are 
sewing, so you have to keep putting it back in 
the cooler. And then you put it over your mold 
and it becomes a basket, or a vase, or a bag. 
It becomes whatever you are making. So my  
baskets have this hard surface to the skin, and 
then I decorate them with beads, abalone shells, 
and dentalia shells, which represent the status 
of our Athabascan chiefs.”

Armstrong’s favorite fish skin to work with is king salmon. She 
has won numerous art awards for her work, which is displayed 
across Alaska and elsewhere. She also shares her skill at workshops 
all over the state. 

Pacific Fishing columnist Laine Welch writes the Fish Factor  
newspaper column and produces Fish Radio out of Kodiak. She is helped 
by Stephanie Mangini.

artist audrey armstrong crafts  
fish skins.

Ex-Pebble lackey named to fisheries post
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by MICHEL DROUINB.C. UpDaTE
Hopes high for rewarding Fraser sockeye run

Fraser sockeye: It was still too early to predict if the Fraser 
River sockeye run was going to come gangbusters again as it did in 
2010, but at Pacific Fishing magazine’s press time, hopes were very 
high for a good year.

In 2010, the brood year for this year’s sockeye run, the run size 
reached 34.5 million fish with a catch of 12 million fish. 

That huge number is part of the problem, with many of the  
tributary systems to the Fraser River having previously unheard-of 
numbers of spawners return, leaving forecasters uncertain about 
whether the offspring of that generation survived.

Predictions for the Fraser River sockeye run range from 7.3  
million to 72.5 million, depending on the probability level that 
such numbers will materialize. For planning purposes, Fish-
eries and Oceans Canada (DFO) is looking at the mid-range of  
those numbers.

Any effect of effluent from the collapse of a mine tailings dam 
at Mount Polley were unknown. See page 22.

The Fraser River Panel of the Pacific Salmon Commission is 
using the 50 percent probability level forecast (equal chance of a 
higher or lower return) of 23,010,000 fish. Fishing decisions will be 
based on in-season data.

The Stuart River run — the earliest of the Fraser River sockeye 
— was expected to have a 50 percent probability level of reaching 
299,000 fish.

By the middle of July, that run size estimate had been adjusted 
to 240,000.

Assessments of Early Summer run sockeye abundance are  
ongoing. On July 21, the Fraser River water discharge at Hope was 

approximately 18 percent lower than average 
for this date. The temperature of the Fraser 
River at Qualark Creek on July 21 was 17.9 
C (64.2 F). 

The Fraser River Panel said July 22 that 
sustained exposure of sockeye to Fraser River water temperatures 
in this range may slow their migration and cause elevated levels of 
pre-spawn mortality. 

There were no commercial openings in Canada or the United 
States announced by the panel July 22.

Elsewhere on the B.C. coast, in Barkley Sound on the west coast 
of Vancouver Island, the anticipated run size of 1.6 million came in 
slightly higher than anticipated at 1.3 million fish.

The 2014 Area F Troll Chinook ITQ fishery opened June 21 with 
a TAC of 221,300 Chinook. Total Chinook catch by Area F Troll to 
July 21 is estimated to be 135,000 Chinook. 

Coho and pink fisheries have taken 44,900 coho, 15,700 pinks, 
115 sockeye, and 225 chum.

The updated in-season Nass sockeye forecast is from 380,000 to 
700,000 with a point estimate of 470,000. Gillnetters took 105,752 in 
the fishery and seines 370,585 to July 18.

The Skeena sockeye return to Canada in-season forecast as of 
July 20 is estimated to be from 2.1 million to 3.7 million with a 50 
percent probability level of 2.7 million. 

The allowable harvest rate at the current forecasted run size is 
25 percent, which results in a Skeena sockeye commercial TAC of 
675,000. To July 22, approximately 342,000 of the TAC has been 
caught/allocated, leaving 333,000 remaining. 

      
Living Oceans cleanup: B.C.’s Living Oceans Society kicked 

off another season of its “Clear the Coast” campaign in June with  
volunteers gathering to clean up shorelines identified earlier in 
the year. A number of the areas targeted for cleanup are on the  
northwest coast of Vancouver Island.

A team of three ventured by boat to Sea Otter Cove in Cape Scott 
Park on northern Vancouver Island in April. The volunteers say 
they were shocked at the accumulation of debris in this important 
wildlife habitat within the Cape Scott Provincial Park. 

They found everything from a refrigerator to thousands of  
plastic bottles to a broken skiff and derelict fishing nets that 
stretched across the intertidal zone. Cape Palmerston to the 
south of Sea Otter Cove was also identified as a catching spot for  
accumulated debris, much of it from Asia. 

The Living Oceans Society said that the Clear the Coast team is 
hard at work tackling the non-stop piles of debris (mostly plastic) 
washing up on the shores of Vancouver Island.

The Clear the Coast team spent several days at the beginning 
of July at nearby Raft Cove, where they met up with Surfrider  
Vancouver Island volunteers, who were participating in their  
annual remote beach cleanup. They continued on to Cape  
Palmerston, where there were four collector bags that had been 
filled by volunteers waiting for a helicopter. 

Will Soltau, Clear the Coast project coordinator, said it is difficult 
to determine if the majority of debris appears to be the result of the 
2011 tsunami that devastated Japan. Soltau said that of the six boats 
found on the beaches on northern Vancouver Island, none have 
been positively identified as resulting from the tsunami, although 
four or five have the distinct shape and style of small Japanese  
fishing skiffs.

Michel Drouin has been covering West Coast fisheries since 1990.
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lETTEr from UNalaSka by LAUREN ROSENTHAL

A new bar and lots of other news for Dutch Harbor
A slimy setback: The pollock fleet is matching their pace with 

the 2013 B season, though salmon bycatch is slightly higher than 
this time last year. One thing that’s made life a little harder is the 
need to fish farther north to avoid heavy concentrations of squid in 
the horseshoe.

“It’s an attractive area for shoreside boats to fish because it’s so 
close to town,” said Karl Haflinger with Sea State. But the area was 
chock-full of squid — so many that the fleet ran through their total 
allowable catch for the year by mid-July. There was still some squid 
left in reserve, but Haflinger’s monitoring group saw vessels start 
leaving the horseshoe rather than try their luck. 

According to federal regulation, 80 percent of squid bycatch 
has to get tossed back. But a small portion can be sold back to the 
plants. Alyeska Seafoods manager Don Goodfellow told me that 
their squid was getting frozen into “gray, gelatinous blocks,” to be 
used as bait for longline and pot fisheries later in the winter. 

      
Herring and gone: The Dutch Harbor food and bait fishery is 

usually fast-moving, so Unalaskans can’t be blamed if they missed 
out on this year’s harvest. “Some years, they’re in the bays, and that 
always makes it fun because you can see what’s going on [from 
town],” said spotter pilot Dave Hilty. But this year, there were no 
herring in Dutch Harbor — just persistent wind and low clouds. 

That made it tough to locate big splotches of schooling fish on 
the grounds. Hilty did manage to locate a group on the first day 
of the season off Akun Head. “I was able to track the birds and the 
whales,” Hilty said. There were about 100 whales feeding on her-
ring, by his estimation, “all very happy.” 

For the most part, the three seiners sent to fish for Peter Pan, 
Westward, and Trident stayed north of Akutan and Akun. “There 
wasn’t huge amounts of fish where you go catch what you need 
and move on,” Hilty said. “It took all day every day to get what 
the plants needed.” The fleet wasn’t able to find a big mass of fish 
to meet last-minute demand from Trident, forcing them to rely on 
“scraps” near Lava Point.

In the end, though, the plants got what they needed before the 
complete 1,805-ton allocation was taken. Processors paid within the 
same range as last season — from $300 to $550 a ton, according to 
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

      
War and Greenpeace: Shell Oil might have cooled off its Arctic 

program this summer, but Greenpeace didn’t. Instead, the envi-
ronmental group tried to build opposition to oil exploration in the 
Chukchi and Beaufort seas with a viral video campaign. 

The theme is “Everything Is Not Awesome,” and it takes aim at 
Shell’s advertising partnership with Lego. If you have — or know 

— any kids, you’re probably familiar with 
The Lego Movie and its infectious theme song. 
In Greenpeace’s clip, a downbeat rendition 
of Everything Is Awesome plays as tiny Lego  
replicas of the Arctic get drenched in oil. 

Lego’s CEO admonished Greenpeace for failing to play nice. 
“We are saddened when the LEGO brand is used as a tool in any 
dispute between organizations,” Jørgen Vig Knudstorp wrote in a 
statement — before adding that the company will not pull out of its 
contract with Shell. 

      
Something in the air: Two ex-employees of Westward Seafoods’ 

plant in Dutch Harbor have been hauled into federal court on air 
pollution charges. 

Westward executives say they noticed something was wrong 
with the air emissions keeping at the factory’s powerhouse three 
years ago. The company fired the relevant supervisor, Raul 
Morales, for allegedly falsifying reports between 2009 and 2011. 
And they fired his powerhouse operator, Bryan Beigh, for sup-
posedly tampering with an air emissions reduction system that’s 
meant to keep too much nitrogen dioxide from leaking out. (Nitro-
gen dioxide can cause respiratory problems, acid rain, and smog.) 
Westward also notified the relevant environmental agencies. 

After a long investigation by the U.S. Attorney’s Office, Morales 
and Beigh are each facing up to two years in prison for their alleged 
violations of the Clean Air Act. The U.S. Attorney isn’t finished 
investigating the Westward plant. And the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency won’t make any public statement on what impact the 
alleged air violations would have had on workers — or air quality 
— in Unalaska.

      
New watering hole: On Aug. 8, the Norwegian Rat Saloon was 

scheduled to open its doors to the drinking public for the first time. 
The new tavern sits on Airport Beach Road, just a stone’s throw 

from the Grand Aleutian Hotel. The hotel — and the four bars  
associated with it — are all owned by UniSea. The Norwegian Rat 
is the first non-corporate bar to open in Unalaska in quite some 
time. And it’s got locals buzzing about whether this could be their 
long-sought replacement for the Elbow Room. 

That notorious dive bar shut down and reopened as Latitudes 
before closing its doors for good in 2007. A local ministry bought 
the building, and they’re now in the process of converting the  
once-grungy bar into a tidy apartment and storefront.

Lauren Rosenthal is a reporter for KUCB, Unalaska. Previously, she 
worked for the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
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SoUTHErN ClImES by DANIEL MINTZ 

California still nervous over shattering effects of drought
The outlook: It will only get worse. 
That’s the recently arrived at conclusion of California’s  

meteorologists as a three-year drought continues through the summer 
and into the fall months. State water use regulators have responded 
with new fines — up to $500 a day — on wasteful water use. 

With 81 percent of the state languishing in extreme drought, the 
fines aren’t the only water-related moves afoot. Bathrooms in state 
parks are closed, new legislation seeks first-time management of 
groundwater use, and 50 cities in the state are subject to water use 
rations, with their residents limited to 50 gallons of water a day. 

News coverage of the drought has mostly focused on effects on 
people and farms. There’s been limited mention of fisheries since 
last winter, when shoreline sandbars blocked the entrances to 
rivers and streams, bans on angling emerged, and millions of  
juvenile hatchery salmon were transported to the San Joaquin Delta 
and San Francisco Bay by truck due to anemic river flows. 

What’s next? For commercial fishermen, the answer won’t be 
revealed until the 2015 and 2016 seasons, when we’ll learn how 
many juvenile salmon actually reached the ocean in previous years. 

The odds are against them. As John McManus of the  
Golden Gate Salmon Association points out, the state was also in a 
drought condition in 2013 and hatchlings didn’t get the benefit of  
truck rides. 

Nor did winter run hatchlings, both this year and last. “There’s 
no reason to be optimistic they survived and made it down to the 
ocean,” said McManus. 

The disturbingly dry conditions could translate into meager com-
mercial ocean Chinook seasons. “We could see a situation where we 
have an abundant fall run due to the trucking but be constrained 

anyway due to low winter run numbers,” 
McManus continued. 

He said a “major question” is how high 
water temperatures will be in the Sacramento 
River, as water releases into the river from 
Shasta Dam will be severely curtailed. 

Definitive answers should form later this year, when fisheries 
managers enter the 2015 season-setting process.  

      
A growing thirst: In Northern California, no mention of drought 

would be complete without consideration of the region’s top  
cash crop. 

Vexing problems with marijuana grow impacts have gotten a lot 
of media attention, including in this very magazine, but has raising 
of awareness changed things? 

The short answer: not yet. But the state’s sharpest minds are 
working on it as these words are being read. Demonstrating that, 
North Coast Congressman Jared Huffman gathered some of the 
region’s most involved people — ranging from police to tribal  
representatives — for an early July team-building forum. 

The topic was illegal “trespass” grows in U.S. Forest Service land, 
private timberland, and tribal areas, but discussion drifted into 
broader terrain. Humboldt County Sheriff Mike Downey described 
the sheer breadth of the problem — last year, about 4,000 grows were 
counted via aerial photography and only 92 of them were raided. 

The number of grows is said to have risen to 5,000 this year — 
another drought year — while enforcement capability has remained 
flat. Downey’s discouragement was evident. “The Band-Aid 
approach isn’t working,” he said. 

Growers continue to draw irrigation water from streams  
already drying.

On it went: Tales of marijuana grows tripling in number near the 
northern area of the Yurok tribe’s reservation, U.S. Forest Service 
water sources drained by trespass grows, and federal assistance  
limited by the same shortage of manpower and resources that 
undercuts local intervention. 

Huffman encouraged collaboration between the multiple  
agencies dealing with the widely distributed impacts. And a  
consensus emerged on the ultimate solution: legalizing marijuana 
and regulating its production, thereby eliminating the profit  
margin that’s drawing growers into the hills.

Huffman predicted legalization will occur in California in two 
years. And federal-level decriminalization seems nearer than ever. 
“My observation, from my first 17 months in Congress, is that 
we’re watching this change before our eyes, at a rate that is very  
surprising,” he said. 

Meanwhile, he’s sent a letter to Melinda Haig, the U.S. Attorney 
for the Northern California district, asking her office to stop raiding 
legal medical marijuana dispensaries and focus resources on  
trespass grows. 

Huffman described them as “the greatest emerging threat to  
public safety and environmental health in the Northern District in 
this critical drought year.” 

And just days after Huffman fired off his communique, the 
Los Angeles Times reported on a “massive raid” by the California 
National Guard along with at least a dozen more law enforcement 
agencies targeting marijuana grows near the upper stretch of the 
Yurok tribe’s reservation. 

Fittingly, the raid was dubbed Operation Yurok.

Pacific Fishing columnist Daniel Mintz has reported on Humbolt Coun-
ty’s government and Natural resources industries for more than a decade. 
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ToUGH GIrl by AMY MAJORS

Growing older and wiser in Bristol Bay combat fishing
Newly single, and not having a clue what I was in for, I put 

all my belongings into a storage shed in Ketchikan and packed a  
couple of bags for Bristol Bay. 

For the first time in seven years, I was free, and with a clean slate, 
it was time to grab life by the balls and run with it. I was a few 
thousand miles away from everything that I knew, and scared as 
hell, but here we were having a water fight on the Licka D Split with 
Kelly’s boat, the Fischer. With deck hoses on full bore, and water 
balloons in hand, we spun circles around each other.

“Let’s get ‘em good,” Poo Bear said, as we rumbled by at 30 
knots. We had fun, until the State Troopers showed up to ruin it. 
We were unable to comply with their safety standards, so I was 
booted off onto Olin’s boat, another double jet, built with the sole 
purpose of speed in mind. They called this guy Hollywood, and I’d 
yet to find out why.

The fishing is combat style at its finest, and so are the streets of 
Naknek on a warm summer’s 
night. This place seems to be 
in a mini-preseason vacation. 
Party until 9 a.m., wake up 
after a power nap, and begin 
again. That night was debauchery at its finest! After eight shots of 
“Schnickle Fritz,” a shitty whiskey Clayton named after the mov-
ie Pineapple Express, we all decided to go to the bars. Somehow I 
ended up hanging out with Hollywood that night. Probably not the 
best idea in hindsight, because on the way back from Hatfield’s, I 
fell into a 6-foot ditch, then fell again on the beach as we walked 
back to the boat. 

Sometime later that afternoon, hell, it could’ve been mid-
night in the land of the never-ending sun for all anyone cared, we  
performed a roll call at the D and D restaurant to see if anyone had 
visited the back of a cop car and stayed in the drunk tank at the 
“Pink Palace.” 

Something tells me that most captains have similar issues with 
their crews. After piecing together the previous night’s events,  
paying 50 bucks for a cheeseburger, and coining the term “Shit 
happens when you drink ‘Schnickle Fritz’ and fall into a ditch,” 
we went back to the boat, untied, and I jumped on Eric’s boat, 
the Orca. I knew it wouldn’t be a permanent job, though, especially 
if I was able to nail down my dream job on the Northern Fury.

After a slow four-hour opener and becoming acquainted with 
using the bucket in front of more than 700 boats, we all played 
Scrabble — my favorite game besides beer pong and football. Jerry 
Peterson beat Andy Mitby at the game with 247, almost a hundred 
ahead. The announcement came out at 3, and Egigik would be 
closed the following day, so we decided to make a dash back up 
the line to Naknek.

I was unsure if the job I’d wanted was still available, so I gave 
the captain of the Northern Fury another call. Turned out it was. So 
I jumped on with Mike, and we had the net in the water at Naknek 
the following morning. A few days in, I was beginning to learn the 
quick tricks of picking fish. The “panty dropper” is one of the most 
useful things Clayton taught me on his boat, and no, it’s not what 
it sounds like. It’s a shimmy-shake motion that slides the fish out 
of the net. After a full week, “panty dropping” gave me gillnetter’s 
hands — swollen and cut up. I liked picking fish, though, except 
for when I’d see them come through the roller twisted in a hun-
dred different directions. I would day-dream. I imagined myself 
on a seiner in Southeast, lifting a couple of levers and pouring a 

30,000-pound bag of fish into an open hatch.
Since I was a girl, I had a “surprise” birth-

day cake at a Poke Island opening. The par-
ty — birthday or no — is held every June 28. 
Once a tradition on the Karen Rae and the Pros-
pector, the fleet knew when to call on the radio and stop by the boat 
for a few slabs of triple-layer vanilla cake with lemon filling and 
to laugh at the same “Happy #@&^*% Birthday” candle that they 
used through the last six years. We were just shy of 10,000 pounds, 
but we got lucky at the Johnson Hill line. 

High boat for Leader Creek!
The crew was ecstatic, but I still felt sorry for the Poke Island 

gang in Southeast. Bring your own plates and forks next year, boys. 
The fish hit a few mornings later, and they hit hard — a non-

stop jump show as far as you could see, and flaring egos as far as 
you could hear, and when the clock struck 5, the Bristol Bay Brawl 

was officially on! I saw a guy 
ram his anchor into the side of 
another boat and then argue 
about it for 45 minutes while 
throwing things like toma-

toes, toilet paper, and beer bottles at the captain and crew. Pull-
ing out a gun and whizzing one by the other guy’s head would 
have been the next logical step to them, but luckily the State  
Troopers pulled up. 

The fish are here, the fight is on. 
“This is utter chaos,” I thought to myself as the film crew from 

the Deadliest Catch flew overhead in a chopper.

They called this guy Hollywood, and I’d yet to find 
out why.
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lISTEN Up by  JENNIFER HAWKS

Your source for podcast recommendations

This American Life: Episode 529: Human Spectacle
http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/529/
human-spectacle 
Podcast length: 58 minutes total, broken down into a prologue and 
three stories 
Cost: You can listen to it for free using the internet, or you can  
purchase it for 99 cents at https://itunes.apple.com/ca/
album/529-human-spectacle/id898369135.
Description: What is it like when the tables are turned and all eyes 
are on you?

Do you ever feel as if someone is watching you, but you’re 
alone? What if you weren’t actually alone, and without knowing 
it, every moment of your day was being broadcast to millions of 
people as part of a reality TV show? That’s what happened to a 
Japanese comedian in the 1990s. All he’d been told was that he 
might someday be on TV but, in the meantime, he had to stay in an 
empty apartment without food, clothing, or human contact until he 
won a pre-determined amount of money from entering magazine 
sweepstakes. (23 minutes)

What if you aren’t actually being filmed for a reality TV program 
but you’re convinced that you are? It’s called the “Truman Show 
Delusion” and apparently isn’t all that uncommon. During the  
segment, Joel Gold discusses his book, Suspicious Minds: How Cul-
ture Shapes Madness, about this condition. (6 minutes) A group of 
psychology graduate students follow the children of a small town 
and document every single thing the children do. (8 minutes,  
30 seconds) 

In Iraq, the fighting between the militant group ISIS, the Shiite 
militias, and the government is being watched all over the world 
via video, parades, and propaganda from all sides. (16 minutes,  
30 seconds)

To be frank: The best reporting about the minor depression of 
2006 wasn’t in The New York Times. It was in This American Life.

The Dinner Party Download: 32 Innings of Cold,  
Unpleasant Baseball
http://www.dinnerpartydownload.org/longest-baseball-game/
Podcast length: 5 minutes, 25 seconds
Cost: You can listen to it for free using your Internet browser, or 
you can download it as an MP3 file from that page.
Description: The Dinner Party Download produces podcasts focused 
on culture, food, and conversation served up with a themed  

What is a podcast: You can be your own DJ. There are thousands of recorded radio 
shows available as digital audio files on the Internet for downloading to a computer or 
listening on a portable media player such as an iPod, MP3 player, iPad, or smartphone. 
Most podcasts run between a few minutes to an hour and can be old-time radio shows 
or college lectures. 

Where to find podcasts: iTunes, Amazon, and the podcast producer’s website are the 
most common sources. Use a search engine using the keywords “podcast” plus whatever 
your subject of interest is to find episodes or shows that you might enjoy. In addition, 
Pacific Fishing will feature several recommendations from Jennifer Hawks (producer and 
host of My Yukon Life podcast radio) in this column. 

How to listen: You can usually play it directly from the podcast producer’s website or 
download it from iTunes or Amazon to your computer or media player, then play it at your 
convenience, while driving your car, flying, or running in your boat.

The cost: Most podcasts are free, though not all. The cost per podcast varies and can be 
charged per podcast or on a subscription basis. 

cocktail recipe at the end of every episode. 
The longest professional baseball game 

ever played lasted 32 innings over eight 
hours. It would have gone on longer if the 
league’s president hadn’t suspended the 
game at 4 in the morning with the score still tied. It was so cold that 
day that the players burned broken bats to stay warm.

For this episode, the themed drink recipe is The Record Breaker, 
a whiskey liqueur. 

Radiolab: 9-Volt Nirvana
http://www.radiolab.org/story/9-volt-nirvana/
Podcast length: 25 minutes, 37 seconds 
Cost: You can listen to it for free using your Internet browser, or 
you can download it as an MP3 file from that page.
Description: Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a 
method of neurostimulation that uses low-level electricity (think 
9-volt battery) delivered to the brain to increase its effectiveness. It 
was originally used to treat brain injuries.

Sally Adee had never heard of tDCS before she attended  
a Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) confer-
ence. There, she learned that it’s been used to speed up learn-
ing in almost magical ways. Later she discovered this for herself  
when she was handed an M4 assault rifle to virtually kill enemy 
combatants, during which she wore a battery wired to her head. 

What does this mean for the future? Will we walk around with 
batteries zapping our brains?

NPR’s Fresh Air: How Scientists Created A Typhus Vaccine in 
a ‘Fantastic Laboratory’
http://tinyurl.com/lylxkwb 
Podcast length: 35 minutes, 14 seconds 
Cost: You can listen to it for free using your Internet browser, or 
you can download it as an MP3 file from that page.
Description: Typhus fever is transmitted to humans by lice and 
fleas. During World War I, typhus epidemics were as destructive 
as an army, killing vast numbers of soldiers and civilians. In World 
War II, typhus made a comeback in Jewish ghettos and other areas 
where residents were forced by the Nazis to live in cramped, dirty 
conditions, which were perfect for lice. To protect their soldiers, the 
Germans wanted to create a cure for typhus.

Dr. Rudolf Weigl was given the job to produce a typhus vaccine. 
His strategy was to breed millions of infected lice and harvest 
their guts to produce the vaccine. In the process, the lice fed on 
human volunteers: Jews, intellectuals, mathematicians — the very 
people at risk of being killed by the Nazis. Weigl protected them by  
insisting they were necessary in order to create the vaccine. 

Arthur Allen, author of The Fantastic Laboratory of Dr. Weigl, is 
the guest in this podcast episode.

      
Jennifer Hawks is the host and producer of the international podcast pro-
gram My Yukon Life, which you can hear at www.MyYukonLife.com. 
My Yukon Life special guests include bush pilots, trappers, dog mushers, 
and other interesting folks in the Yukon and Alaska. There’s even some 
pretty darned good local music in there.

If you know of any podcast of interest to fishermen, get in touch with  
Jennifer at jhawks@groundeffectmedia.com.
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YoUr BUSINESS Crossword puzzle

Across
 1 There is a proposal to use 

seine nets in this Alaskan 
river

 4 Executive Director of the  
canadian Aquaculture  
Industry Alliance, Ruth _____

 8 Decompose

 9 Trials

 11 What waves do on a shore

 12 Fish cleaning equipment

 13 Mount helens emission

 14 Salt water

 15 First-aid, for one

 17 Arctic weather condition

 19 Mollusks

 21 Remote Arctic sea where 
Exxon Mobil will be drilling 
at West Alpha

 22 Sea eagle

 23 South American nation,  
for short

 26 Salmon farms are now being 
established on _____

 27 Migration, as of salmon

 29 Vital safety wear for  
fishermen

 32 Rejections

 34 crude Oil carriers

 37 Small cask or barrel

 38 Alaska roe herring are often 
caught in the _____ Sound

 39 Ships hunt for the Snow  
variety in the Bering Sea

Down
 1 Outer extremity of a spar

 2 Alaskan city known as being 
a commercial fishing  
center and for its collection 
of totem poles

 3 Trawling equipment

 4 Kiyoshi Kimura is a _____  
restaurateur

 5 Reduced, as of prices

 6 Bad weather garment now 
being adapted to also act as 
a flotation device

 7 Markings on salmon

 10 commercial catch  
measurement

 14 Ice danger

 16 French for island

 18 Debit or credit

 20 Accounts receivable, for 
short

 24 The price of the bluefin 
variey is dropping per recent 
reports

 25 America’s letters

 26 Tilts to one side, as a boat

 28 Prefix with profit

 30 Branches in a river

 31 Killer whale

 33 Arctic seabird

 35 crab catcher

 36 Juneau is in _____ Alaska

answers on page 50  
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Professional services

Tap inTo The power of presence  
in The fleeT’s favoriTe magazine!

Reserve space by 9/10/14* for your high visibility 
exposure in the world’s most productive and  
lucrative commercial fishing industry. Pacific  
Fishing captures the essence of the North Pacific 
fisheries on all levels.

pacific fishing is a powerful presence in  
The norTh pacific! Be parT of iT.

Contact Diane Sandvik, Advertising Sales, at  
206-920-5516 or dianes@pacificfishing.com

Download our 2014 media kit at www.pacificfishing.com

*9/10/14 for the November ‘14 issue  •  Ad materials due 9/17/14
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Establish your real estate  
in PACIFIC FISHING magazine!

Make sure that your name, contact  details and  
services are in  the fleet's hands EVERY month.

Set up a single or double Marketplace ad:
Call: 206-920-5516 or email: dianes@pacificfishing.com

Contact
DIANE
SANDVIK
She knows
the business.

To reserve space,  
contact DIANE at (206) 920-5516  

or dianes@pacificfishing.com

THE BUSINESS MAGAZINE FOR FISHERMEN

WANt to 
rEAch 
fIShErmEN?  

WANt to 
rEAch 
fIShErmEN?  
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LISTINGS WANTED!!!

IFQ: ALL AREAS
BOATS: ALL KINDS

PERMITS: ALL TYPES  
 

JOIN OUR LIST OF
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

CALL TODAY.
 

BUYERS ARE WAITING.

www.permitmaster.com

—IFQ—

NEW LISTINGS DAILY. CALL FOR QUOTES  
OR CHECK OUT OUR COMPLETE LIST  

ON THE WEB — $/F = FISHED

 

CALL FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF VESSELS FOR SALE
INCLUDING MANY BOAT/PERMIT PACKAGES

Toll Free: 888-588-1001

4302 Whistle Lake Rd • Anacortes, WA 98221

  
  

ONLINE @ www.permitmaster.com  Email: vessels@permitmaster.com Fax: 360-293-4180

IFQs • VESSELS • PERMITS
E X C E P T I O N A L  F U L L  S E R V I C E  B R O K E R A G E

PARTIAL LIST/CALL IF YOU DON’T SEE IT!

— PERMITS —

THE PERMIT MASTER

hERRiNg
SITKA SEINE ................................$450K
PWS SEINE ...............................WANTED
COOK INLET SEINE .........................$16K
KODIAK SEINE ...........................WANTED
SE GILLNET ....................................$12K
KODIAK GILLNET ...............................N/A
NORTON SOUND ..............................$2K
HOONAH POUND .......................WANTED
CRAIG POUND ...........................WANTED
PWS POUND .....................................N/A
SALmoN
S.E. DRIFT ......................................$95K
PWS DRIFT ...............................WANTED
COOK INLET DRIFT ............................N/A
COOK INLET SET .....................$60K/PKG
AREA M DRIFT ..................................N/A
AREA M SET .....................................N/A
BBAY DRIFT ..............................WANTED
BBAY SET..................................WANTED
SE SEINE .....................................$310K
PWS SEINE ..................................$249K 
KODIAK SEINE ................................$55K
CHIGNIK SEINE ..................................N/A
AREA M SEINE ...............................$70K

POWER TROLL ...............................$41K
HAND TROLL ..................................$12K
PUGET SOUND DRIFT .....................$35K
PUGET SOUND SEINE ...................$248K
ShELLfiSh
SE DUNGY 300 POT ..........................N/A
SE DUNGY 225 POT ..................WANTED 
SE DUNGY 150 POT ..........................N/A 
SE DUNGY 75 POT ....................WANTED
SE POT SHRIMP LEASE ....................$4K
SE RED/TANNER .............$165K W/GEAR
SE BRN/TANNER ..........................$150K
SE RED/TANNER ..........................$150K
SE BRN ...............................$80K OFFER
KODIAK TANNER <60’ ....................$28K 
DiVE
SE GEODUCK .................................$70K
SE CUCUMBER ...............................$31K 
miSC.
CHATHAM BLACKCOD .......$300K OFFER
CAL NEAR SHORE .....................WANTED
CAL SQUID ................................WANTED
CAL SQUID LITE BOAT ...............WANTED
CAL LOBSTER .....................$70K OFFER
CAL TROLL................................WANTED

EXCEpTioNAL “fULL” SERViCE
ifQ AD CopY 1 CoL X 2”
BRoKERAgE SAmpLES

10,000# “C” SE BCOD UNBLKD @ WANTED
4,000# "C" SE BCOD BLKD @ $22
2,500# “C” WY BCOD BLKD @ $25

35,000# "B" CG BCOD UNBLKD @ $18/F
9,000# "C" WG BCOD UNBLKD @ $17

25,000# “B” WG BCOD UNBLKD @ $15.25
9,000# “B” AI BCOD BLKD @ $3

20,000# “B” AI BCOD UNBLKD @ $4
1,100# “D” 2C HAL BLKD @ $42

10,000# “B/C” 3A HAL UNBLKD @ WANTED
800# “C” 3B HAL UNBLKD @ $22
3,600# “C” 3B HAL BLKD @ $20

3,500# “B” 4A HAL UNBLKD @ $20
5,000# “B” 4A HAL BLKD @ $18

20,000# “B” 4D HAL UNBLKED @ $20

p2050m – 54 X 16.2 COMBO, GMC 8V71 MAIN, 
TWIN DISC GEAR, 30KW ISUZU, JUNES CRAB 
BLOCK ON ARTICULATING DAVIT, COILER, BAIT 
CHOPPER, SPRAY BRINE RSW. ACCOMODATIONS 
FOR 7, WITH 5 BERTHS IN FOCSLE AND 2 BERTH 
STATEROOM, HEAD W/SHOWER, ELECTRIC GALLEY. 
COMNAV PILOT, JRC SOUNDER, 4 GPS, 36 AND 72 
MILE RADARS, VHF'S, SSB, SAT PHONE. REDUCED 
TO $249K.

p1961m – 32 X 17 ALL POINTS DOUBLE ENDER,  
TRIPLE CUMMINS, TWIN DISC GEARS, HAMILTON 
321 JETS, GIVES TOP SPEED IN THE MID 30S, IMS 
7.5 TON RSW, MMC CONTROLS, NARROW SLIDING 
REEL, 2 POWER ROLLERS, ANCHOR WINCH, FULL 
ELECTRONICS, GREAT ACCOMODATIONS. VESSEL 
IN EXCELLENT CONDITION. ASKING $270K.

p2114m – 27' SNOBALL HULL RIGGED FOR CRAB, 
225HP HONDA, AUX HYDRAULIC MOTOR, NEW 
ARTICULATING DAVIT. VERY LOW HOURS ON ALL 
EQUIPMENT. INCLUDES NEW TUFF TRAILER. TURN 
KEY...JUST ADD POTS AND BAIT AND GO. ASKING 
$55K.

p2109m – 49' FIBERGLASS COMBO, RIGGED FOR 
DUNGY FISHING, GMC 6V92 MAIN, TWIN DISC GEAR, 
40KW JOHN DEERE AUX NEW IN 2013. PACKS 1400 
FUEL. 2 FLOODED HOLDS. ELECTRONICS INCLUDE 
FURUNO NAVNET (RADAR, SOUNDER, PLOTTER), 
GARMIN 172 PLOTTER, GARMIN 152 GPS, FURUNO 
FCV 587 SOUNDER, COMNAV PILOT. DUNGY POTS 
AVAILABLE. ASKING $299K.

p2116m – 32 X 13' 3" KG MARINE STERNPICKER, 
GMC 6V92 REBUILT IN 2008, TWIN DISC 5111 
GEAR, 6 AND 8 CUBE HYD PUMPS, BOW THRUST-
ER, PROP CLEANOUT, SLIDING REEL W/INTERNAL 
DRIVE AND AUTO LEVELWIND. PACKS 16K IN INSU-
LATED HOLDS W/7.5 TON IMS RSW. WELL MAIN-
TAINED, STABLE PLATFORM. ASKING ONLY $210K.

p2115m – 32 X 14.5 CURRY STERNPICKER, GMC 
6V92 MAIN, 4.5KW AUX, 10 TON RSW, NARROW 
REEL W/AUTO LEVELWIND, CONSTANT FLOW HY-
DRAULICS. RADAR, PLOTTER, AUTOPILOT. RARE 
CLASSIC CURRY. ONLY $249K.

p2099m – MEL MARTIN BUILT IN 1984, GMC 6V92 
MAIN, TWIN DISC 509 GEAR, DIRECT DRIVE HY-
DRAULICS, NEW EXHAUST W/MUFFLER. NARROW 
FIXED REEL, NEW POWER ROLLER IN 2011. PACKS 
14K IN HATCHES. GARMIN GPS, 3 SOUNDERS, VHF. 
CONTAINER W/16 SHACKLES OF RED GEAR, ONE 
KING NET, BUOYS, LINES, TOOLS SPARES. ONLY 
$69K.

p1670m – 88 X 24.5 STEEL TENDER, 12V149 GMC 
MAIN, BOWTHRUSTER, DECK CRANE, 2 HOLDS 
PACK 240K IN RSW, BACK UP SYSTEMS AND LOAD-
ED W/SPARES. REDUNDANT ELECTRONICS. VERY 
WELL MAINTAINED THROUGHOUT. ASKING $600K.
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fiSh ifQ
Will fish your 2C, B, C or D halibut IFQ 
for 30% or 25% medical transfers. I pay 
for everything, travel included. 25 years 
experience, hardworking, easy going, 
lots of references and return clients.  
(541) 260-2441 or (907) 957-6295.

f/V wESTERN fREEDom
We want to harvest your black cod IFQ. Fam-
ily owned, experienced captain and crew. 
MARCO AutoBaiter, lots of media, sauna, good 
food. Guaranteed quality harvest experience. 
Contact Garrett Elwood. Cell: (425) 345-8301. 
Home: (425) 259-2731.

foR SALE
47' custom twin diesel Sportfisher completely 
rebuilt in 2006. $289,000. YW# 1442-2561571. 
Contact Tom Cardosa at (619) 813-9263 or 
tom@ensignyachts.com

foR SALE
F/V AGILE: 48.5’ Troller/Longliner. Surveyed in 
May 2012. $89,000. (907) 723-1107.

foR SALE
1980 45' troller. California salmon per-
mit. $119,500. V6-71 Main. YW# 1442-
2529549. Contact Tom Cardosa at (619) 
813-9263 or tom@ensignyachts.com
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FisherySpecies Asking Price* Offer*

Prices in SEPTEMBER vary in accordance with market conditions.* in thousands
+ denotes an increase from last month. N/A denotes No Activity.
– denotes a decrease from last month.

By Mike Painter and the Permit Master

State 
Value*

Alaska Entry Permit Prices
(as of 9-1-14)

Gillnet: Buyers were looking for Bay permits before the end of July. Permits are 
hard to find and look to be headed up in price. Nothing new with SE permits, with 
permits available starting in the high $90s. No new activity in PWS permits. cook 
Inlet permits were down to the low to mid $70s. Activity in Area M permits was 
quiet thru the end of July.

Seine: Nothing new for SE permits. Buyers are looking for PWS, but they are 
scarce. A new listing of a cook Inlet permit was asking $100k. Kodiak permits are 
available as low as $50k. Area M permits are available as low as $60k.

Troll: SE Power Troll permits were still available in July in the low $40s. hand Troll 
permits were scarce and asking $13k. Lower 48 Troll permits remain hard to find 
at any price.

BOX   score

 SALMON 

 S SE DRIFT 98+ 85 93.7

 S PWS DRIFT 250 235 228.5

 S cOOK INLET DRIFT 75- 71- 76.8

 S AREA M DRIFT 120 100 99.6

 S BRISTOL BAY DRIFT 170+ 165+ 148.6

 S SE SEINE 305 300 301.3

 S PWS SEINE 245 220 207.5

 S cOOK INLET SEINE 100+ 65 83

 S KODIAK SEINE 50- 45- 52.2

 S chIgNIK SEINE 245 230 211.3

 S AREA M SEINE 60- 50- 65.9

 S YAKUTAT SET 16 12 17.1

 S cOOK INLET SET 17.5 14 15

 S AREA M SET NET 65 60 55.6

 S BRISTOL SET NET 45+ 35 38.7

 S LOWER YUKON 10 9 11.1

 S POWER TROLL 41 40 36.7

 S hAND TROLL 13+ 11+ 11.1

 HERRING

 h SE gILLNET 12 10 13.4

 h KODIAK gILLNET 5 5 5

 h SITKA SEINE 450 250 461.3

 h PWS SEINE 37 35 30.9

 h cOOK INLET SEINE 16 15 16.8

 h KODIAK SEINE 37.5 37.5 30.3

 h SE POUND SOUTh 40 36 36.8

 h SE POUND NORTh 50 40 43.4

 h PWS POUND 5 4 3.5

 SHELLFISH 

 S SE DUNgY 75 POT 13 10 11.2

 S SE DUNgY 150 POT 30 17.5 18.7

 S SE DUNgY 225 POT 40 29 28

 S SE DUNgY 300 POT 52 50 43.8

 S SE POT ShRIMP 20 20 22.6

 S KODIAK TANNER <60 26 24 30.5

 S PUgET SOUND DUNgY 120+ 110+ N/A

 S WAShINgTON DUNgY 1,250-3,750/FT 1,000-3,500/FT N/A

 S OREgON DUNgY 1,500-3,750/FT 1,250-3,500/FT N/A

 S cALIFORNIA DUNgY 200-600/POT 200-500/POT N/A

 SE ALASKA DIVE 

 SE AK Dive URchIN 4 3 2.5

 SE AK Dive cUcUMBER 31 28 30

 SE AK Dive gEODUcK 70 60 82
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Halibut & Sablefish IFQ Prices
recent market activity in halibut and sablefish quota shares

Species
Regulatory

Area
Vessel 

Category*
Poundage 
(thousands)

Status 
(blocked/

unblocked)

Ask
(per pound) 

Low High

Offer
(per pound) 

Low High

NOTE:  Halibut prices reflect net weight, sablefish round weight. Pricing for leased shares  
 is expressed as a percentage of gross proceeds. ** Too few to characterize.

*Vessel Categories:  A = freezer boats   B = over 60’   c = 35’-60’   D = < 35’

By Mike Painter and the Permit Master

Small blocks of 2c moved recently at $48. Demand is strong. Unblocked in 3A  
continues to move for $40. Interest in 3B is up, but offers are mostly in the $16-$18 
range. 4A prices were steady and offers were quite a bit lower. No recent activity 
in 4B/c/D.

Buyers are looking for more unblocked SE Sablefish in the $24 range. No recent 
interest in WY. Unblocked cg moves when it gets below $20. Very little interest 
further west.

 h 2c D 1-10 B 42.00-48.00 42.00-46.00

 h 2c c/B 1-3 B 43.00-46.00 43.00-46.00

 h 2c c/B 4-10 B 46.00-50.00 45.00-48.00

 h 2c c/B ANY U 48.00-50.00 47.00-48.00

 h 2c A  B/U 50.00 48.00

 h 3A D  B/U 32.00-36.00 28.00-34.00

 h 3A c/B 1-5 B 32.00-36.00 30.00-35.00

 h 3A c/B 5-10 B 36.00-40.00 36.00-38.00

 h 3A c/B >10 U 42.00-44.00 38.00-40.00

 h 3A A  B/U 40.00 38.00

 h 3B D  B 16.00-20.00 12.00-15.00

 h 3B c/B 1-10 B 18.00-24.00 12.00-16.00

 h 3B c/B >10 U 22.00-26.00 16.00-18.00

 h 3B A  B/U N/A 20.00

 h 4A D  B/U 10.00-16.00 10.00-12.00

 h 4A c/B 1-10 B 12.00-15.00 10.00-12.00

 h 4A c/B >10 B 16.00-18.00 10.00-12.00

 h 4A c/B >10 U 18.00-20.00 16.00-19.00

 h 4B/c/D c/B 1-10 B 12.00-16.00 10.00-13.00

 h 4B/c/D c/B >10 B/U 17.00-20.00 10.00-14.00

 S SE c/B 1-10 B 22.00-25.00 20.00-22.00

 S  SE c/B >10 U 24.00-30.00 23.00-24.00

 S SE A  B/U 32.00 30.00

 S WY c/B 1-10 B 22.00-28.00 20.00-22.00

 S WY c/B >10 U 28.00-34.00 25.00-28.00

 S WY A  B/U 35.00 33.00

 S cg c/B 1-10 B 15.00-22.00 13.00-15.00

 S cg c/B >10 B/U 20.00-30.00 14.00-18.00

 S cg A  B/U 30.00 25.00

 S Wg c/B 1-10 B 10.00-13.00 7.00-9.00

 S Wg c/B >10 B 13.00-16.00 10.00-12.00

 S Wg c/B/A >10 U 13.50-20.00 12.00-13.00

 S AI c/B/A  B/U 1.50-5.00 1.00-4.50

 S BS c/B  B/U 1.50-6.00 2.00-5.50

 S BS A  B/U 7.00-8.00 6.00
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SpoRTfiShiNg BoAT foR SALE
Price reduced today to $299,000. 75 foot 
commercial passenger carrying vessel. Coast 
Guard current for 100 miles offshore. Call Don  
(949) 279-9369.

foR SALE
17 foot Rozema skiff for sale. Runs good. 3208 
turbo. $29,000. Call Don (949) 279-9369.

foR SALE
35 foot commercial boat, $60,000 dollars, fiber-
glass, currently fishing. Call Don (949) 279-9369.

wANTED
California near shore permit needed. Right away! 
Buyer has cash. Please call Don (949) 279-9369.

giLL NET LiCENSES
Have 2 general gill net licenses for California. 
$4,000.00 apiece. Call with offers. Don: (949)  
279-9369.

foR SALE
38' Rawson gillnet combo. TAMD  70D /volvo, 12 
kw MER genset, 7.5 ton IMS RSW, 1000 lb IMS blast 
freezer. Full electronics, and all deck equipment to 
gillnet and process heads-on shrimp. Available mid-
October. Call Chris (907) 305-0531 or ccgugg@ 
gci.net. $180,000.

fiSh ifQ
Will fish your 3b, 4a, 4b halibut IFQ. A, B or C 
class. Room on documentation or walk-ons. 
Lots of references, professional. (907) 654-7780 
or (970) 254-8416.

ENDoRSEmENT
California trap endorsement for sheephead. 
$85,000. Call Don: (949) 279-9369.

wANTED
Seeking boat tender for 2014 Puget Sound 
salmon season. (360) 452-8488.
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foR SALE
Commercial fishing boat-workboat. $99,000. 
There is also a salmon permit and Santa Bar-
bara slip available at an additional cost. Call Don 
(949) 279-9369.

wANTED
Looking for near shore permit. Southern  
California non-trap. Will pay cash. $20,000. Call 
Don (949) 279-9369.
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Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute .........................................11

Alaskan Quota & Permits .............................................................45

AmericanWest Bank.......................................................................20

Baier Marine .....................................................................................29

Ballard Oil..........................................................................................50

Biobor.................................................................................................15

Black Pearl IFQ Fisheries ...............................................................45

cascade Engine center .................................................................21

city/Port of Kodiak ........................................................................... 9

coastal Marine Engine ..................................................................36

copper River Boat & Permits, LLc ..............................................45

cummins Northwest .....................................................................27

Dana F. Besecker co .......................................................................41

Delta Western ..................................................................................12

Diesel America West ......................................................................41

Division of Economic Development ........................................... 8

Dock Street Brokers .......................................................................43

Elgee Rehfeld Mertz, LLc .............................................................40

Englund Marine Supply co..........................................................30

Foss Shipyards .......................................................................... 13, 41

Fremont Maritime Services, Inc. ................................................24

gibbons & Associates, P.S. ............................................................40

grundens Foulweather gear.......................................................32

hans Johnson ..................................................................................43

haven Boatworks ...........................................................................50

hockema & Whalen Associates ..................................................40

homer Marine Trades Association ............................................45

Integrated Marine Systems ........................................................... 5

Jackson, Morgan & hunt ..............................................................40

Kinematics Marine, Inc..................................................................14

ifQ foR LEASE
4B Halibut and A1 Savlefish CQE quota available 
for lease. (26,198 lbs Halibut, 7,665 lbs Sable-
fish). Must agree to deliver in Adak. Contact 
Adak Community Development Crop. at email: 
acdc@adaktu.net or call (907) 592-2335.

foR SALE
Brand new steel, 50x16x6.5, 6068 John Deere, 
200 hp. Ameron paint, Comnav, FG Fish Hold, 
Yahct Int. 2000 fuel, 580 water. $500,000,  
(707) 961-1102.

Koden America ................................................................................22

KVh Industries .................................................................................23

Llebroc helmchair ..........................................................................41

Lynden Transport ...........................................................................17

Marine Engine & gear ...................................................................46

Marine Safety Services ..................................................................35

Maritime Fabrications ...................................................................33

MER Equipment ..............................................................................41

Modutech Marine ...........................................................................49

Nc Power Systems .........................................................................51

Net Systems......................................................................................49

NIOSh .................................................................................................19

Norm Pillen .......................................................................................43

Northrim Bank .................................................................................25

Northwest Farm credit Services ................................................44

Ocean Traps ......................................................................................41

Pacific Boat Brokers .......................................................................46

Pacific Seafood .................................................................................. 2

Port of coos Bay/charleston Shipyard ....................................16

Port of Seattle ..................................................................................34

Port Townsend Shipwrights co-op ...........................................18

Redden Net and Rope Ltd ...........................................................46

Servco Pacific Insurance ...............................................................26

Silver horde Fishing Supplies .....................................................41

Sterling Media NW for giddings Boat Works .........................28

The Permit Master ............................................................ 42, 44, 45

Trident Seafoods .............................................................................37

Trident Seafoods .............................................................................52

Trident Seafoods (Frank Kehoe) .................................................41

Vancouver Shipyards/Vancouver Drydock .............................10

Wwoofish.com .................................................................................47

Yaquina Boat Equipment .............................................................28
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Hired: Seaspan announced that Tim Page has joined  
Seaspan Shipyards as vice president, government relations.

Tim will provide leadership to Seaspan Shipyards, acting as 
the primary representative with government agencies and non-
government organizations (NGOs), responsible for building and 
maintaining relationships with federal, provincial, and local 
authorities, regulatory agencies, and key policymakers.

Tim comes to Seaspan from Ottawa, with more than 30 years 
of experience in positions of leadership and senior management 
across diverse sectors of the Canadian economy. Most recently, 
he served as president of the Canadian Association of Defense 
and Security Industries.

      
Booming cod fleet: Alaska’s jig fleet, which fishes primarily 

for Pacific cod, now numbers 244 boats — a nearly 220 percent 
increase through 2012. The jig influx is mainly from Southeast-
based boats in what’s been a Kodiak-dominated fishery. The  
Bering Sea crab fleet totals 83 boats — the bulk of those call the 
state of Washington home.

Those are just a few of the fishing facts in updated fleet pro-
files through 2012. The user-friendly booklet is from the North 
Pacific Fishery Management Council, the overseers of federal 
water fisheries, which produce nearly 85 percent of Alaska’s 
fish harvests. Hundreds of other Alaska vessels fish for salmon,  
herring, and crab in state waters, out to three miles, which are 
not included in the report.

The fleet profiles show that 1,462 fishing vessels plied the 
waters of the Bering Sea and the Gulf of Alaska. It includes 
the names of every boat by gear type, average lengths, and 
year built, what they fish for, and hailing ports. Two hundred  
fifty-one of the boats are trawlers — 130 vessels make up the 
groundfish pot fleet. The halibut IFQ fleet at 991 boats was down 
by about 100; 382 boats fished for IFQ sablefish. 

Most of Alaska’s fishing fleet was built in the 1970s and ‘80s, 
and while most people imagine huge vessels in the farther-away 
federal fisheries, 80 percent are less than 60 feet. As to where the 

Postcard: Erin ranney sent in two photos of aunt Justine  
ranney, setnetting in the Egegik district. she’s been coming up 
to isa beach (Egegik district) since she was born and has only 
missed one summer!

Continued on page 50

To the editor: 
This is in regards to the boat of the month article in the 

August 2014 issue. Commercial fishing in our country 

has image issues. Publishing an article about someone  

representing our industry and mentioning an open fisher-

ies and wildlife case against him paints a poor picture of an 

already beleaguered business. Now as fishermen we must 

ask him to step down from all representation of commercial  

fishing interests. It does not matter if he is guilty or not. He will be 

perceived as guilty by the recreational fishermen who will point 

fingers at all of us as being criminals.

You as editor of a commercial fishing oriented magazine have a 

responsibility to ensure your articles do not damage the industry 

you are reporting for. 

You may consider issuing apologies before people like my 

husband and myself boycott and urge other fishermen to  

boycott your magazine.

Emily Dunn

Editor’s note: We’re sorry
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by Michel Drouin

After several months of anticipation, preparation, and 
careful consideration of hundreds of student submissions, 
Seaspan officially revealed the name of its newly assem-
bled 300-ton gantry crane at an unveiling ceremony at  
Vancouver Shipyards. 

Announcing the crane’s new name — Hiyí Skwáyel, the 
Squamish language translation of “Big Blue” (pronounced 
hee-yay sk-why-el) — was the final step in an extensive evalu-
ation process that began with a two-week long crane-naming 
contest with North Vancouver School District students. 

The contest, which called on more than 4,400 students in 
Grades 4-7 from 25 schools across North Vancouver to come 
up with their best proposed name in two words or less,  
produced an overwhelming response, with 228 original  
ubmissions, including the winning entry from Boundary  
Elementary’s 9-year-old Ella Tinto. 

“Our new 300-tonne gantry crane not only marks a 
major milestone in the government of Canada’s National  
Shipbuilding Procurement Strategy (NSPS), but it also  
represents a permanent fixture in the North Shore skyline and 

Gantry crane a milestone for North Vancouver

the future of North Vancouver,” said Brian Carter, president,  
Seaspan Shipyards. 

The crane is a critical component of Seaspan’s Shipyard 
Modernization Project, a two-year, $200 million project. When 
completed this fall, the project will provide state-of-the-art 
facilities to efficiently deliver non-combat vessels for the  
Royal Canadian Navy and Canadian Coast Guard and  
establish a world-class shipbuilding and ship repair center of 
excellence on the West Coast.

“Once our modernized facilities are operational, Seaspan 
will begin construction on Canada’s National Shipbuilding 
Procurement Strategy work that will create 5,000 direct, indi-
rect, and induced jobs over the next 20 years, produce almost 
$500 million per year in gross domestic product for B.C.’s 
economy, and mean thousands of young people will get the 
opportunity for a new career in shipbuilding,” said Carter.

Once complete, the crane will be the biggest of its kind in 
Canada, towering 260 feet high and spanning 247 feet wide. 
Assembly, hook-up, testing, and commissioning of the crane 
is expected to be completed this summer.  
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Crossword puzzle answers – from page 39

fleets call home — most of the crabbers 
and large catcher-processors report Seattle 
as their homeport, while most of the fishing 
boats hail from Alaska.

      
Named: Dr. David Yoskowitz, endowed 

chair for socio-economics at the  
Harte Research Institute for Gulf of 
Mexico Studies, has accepted a one-
year appointment as chief economist for 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. 

“This position offers a great oppor-
tunity to provide leadership on local 
coastal resource management issues at 
the federal level,” said Yoskowitz, who 
will be based at the NOAA facility in 
Silver Spring, Md. “I am very proud to 
represent Texas A&M University-Corpus 
Christi and the Harte Research Institute 
during my time as Chief Economist.” 

Yoskowitz is a recognized expert in 
the field of economics and social science, 
particularly as it pertains to marine and 
ocean resources and the application of 
policy. He was selected for the position 
based on his experience in the admin-
istration and management of economic 
and social science studies and his ability 
to build consensus among groups with 
diverse viewpoints on complex and often 
sensitive issues.

As chief economist, Yoskowitz will  

provide intellectual and management lead-
ership in order to develop, coordinate, 
and implement an agency-wide social  
science vision and strategy, according to 
NOAA. He will also represent NOAA in 
high-level departmental and interagency 
policy discussions that center on economic 

decisions and NOAA management  
functions. 

In addition, Yoskowitz will oversee 
development of research and analysis  
methodologies to advance scientific, 
social, and environmental activities of 
strategic importance to NOAA. 






